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the ssD 
eFFect
Why industry watchers and 
players are calling SSDs 
one of the most important 
inventions in recent history.
by Kenny Yeo

SSDs have been around longer than you might expect. the earliest 

SSDs were developed in the 1950s and used volatile memory and 

were prohibitively expensive, so much so that they were only used in very 

specialized industries. the first flash-based SSDs that used nonvolatile 

memory, similar to the ones we are familiar with now, were introduced only 

towards the end of the 80s.

      Although flash memory paved the way for widespread mainstream 

adoption, it wasn’t only until the past two or so years that people – OeMs, 

businesses, consumers – really took notice of SSDs. early flash-based 

SSDs had erratic performance and were plagued 

by reliability issues. Although these problems went 

away as the technology matured, cost was still a 

prohibiting factor. this changed around 2010 when 

demand for NAND memory grew and manufacturers 

ramped up production. Prices of SSDs have fallen 

rapidly in the past two years, allowing for widespread 

adoption, across not just consumer devices, but also 

in the enterprise space.

      For example, chyronHego, one of the world’s 

largest providers of broadcast graphics, leverages 

on SSDs to build systems capable of handling the 

intensive bandwidth demands of modern-day high-

resolution broadcasting. if you watch television 

regularly, there’s a high chance you’ve seen 

chyronHego’s work on air without knowing.

      At the recent Samsung SSD Summit in South Korea, chyronHego was 

effusive in their praise for what SSDs can do for them. With a growing 

demand for 4K video content and the need to meet high-bandwidth 

demands of such workflows, the company has switched to using SSDs. 

Peter Morrone, Senior Vice President of engineering at chryonHego, also 

said that SSDs helped simplify their systems, because a single SSD can 

provide the same level of performance as a complicated rAiD array of hard 

disk drives. As a result, they can build systems of higher performance that 

are less complex, take up less space, and require less energy.

      the average power consumption of an SSD is between 3W to 4W, while 

idle power draw can be as little as 5mW or 0.005W. On the other hand, a 

high-performance 7200rpm HDD designed for enterprise workloads can 

draw as much as 10W of power, while idle power draw is usually in the 

region of 1.5W. Not only that, because an SSD is so quick, it can complete 

its task and return to an idle state much faster than a hard disk drive, 

thus saving even more power in the long run. this is one of the reasons 

why notebook manufacturers favor SSDs over hard disk drives; apart from 

improved performance and compact dimensions, 

they can also have a significant positive impact on 

battery life.

      However, it is in data centers that the power 

efficiency of SSDs can be best appreciated. Data 

centers housing a large number of drives enjoy 

very significant cost savings and even the fringe 

benefits add up. Because SSDs consume less 

power, they generate less heat, saving on cooling 

requirements. they also have no moving parts, which 

saves on facility setup (i.e., racks no longer need to 

compensate for vibrations).

      thanks to the many benefits of SSDs, the market 

is expected to grow at double-digit rates, and will 

more than double in the next five years. Samsung, 

one of the leaders in the market, currently estimates 

that the demand for flash memory is at around 60 billion GB, and it expects 

this figure to grow to over 120 billion GB in 2020. Already, the capacities of 

SSDs are approaching that of hard disk drives. Next year, Samsung will roll 

out 4tB versions of its SSD 850 Pro and 850 evo drives. And as production 

of its latest memory chip ramps up, expect these large-capacity SSDs to 

become more affordable. So, as SSD capacities and prices catch up to that 

of hard disk drives, the bigger question is whether hard disk drives can 

weather this onslaught and remain relevant in the future.

"With a growing 
demand for 4K video 

content and the 
need to meet high-

bandwidth demands 
of such workflows, the 
company has switched 

to using SSDs.”

T H I n K
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Fire it and watch your enemies lose! Featuring an ergonomic gun-type design, the  zalman FpsGun knows how to impress. This gaming mouse is 
equipped with five programmable buttons and one illuminated scroll wheel. It also has an adjustable sensitivity of up to 2000dpi for accurate tracking 
and smooth cursor control while gunning down opponents in your competitive games.
      If you want fierce gaming, tell us why you want to have this new gaming mouse and get a chance to win a brand new Zalman FPSGUN!

Send in your entries via email to editor.ph@hwzcorp.com together with your name, address, and telephone number. For more information about 
the product, visit www.zalman.com. Special thanks to www.leanandmeanmachines.com.

win
this!

 

As major cyber security threats, including targeted attacks and cyber-espionage campaigns, continue to emerge, various industries and individuals become 
vulnerable. Kasperky Lab, an international software security group that operates in almost 200 countries and territories around the world, recently held its first 
Asia Pacific Cyber Security Summit in Port Dickson, Malaysia to provide information and tackle this issue. Speakers shared information about ransomware and 
updated us on the latest APAC threats and currently active APTs. In addition, there was a live demonstration of a new technology called Biohacking, wherein an 
identity chip is inserted inside the hand of an individual for easy access in various establishments, products, and services.

Putting Security First
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LG has finally brought the V10 to the Philippines. It’s an 
entirely different beast compared to the G4 that was 
released earlier this year. It also owns several unique 
features that separate it from other flagships, such as a 
second screen situated at the top for quick shortcuts, a 
dual-lens front camera for extra-wide selfies, and LG’s 
highly touted manual camera mode for greater control 
over exposure settings during shoots.

The New
Beast in the City

The all-new Ford Explorer Sport has finally arrived in the 
Philippines with a cutting-edge EcoBoost engine and 
improved technologies. It is expected to deliver an ideal 
combination of form and function that has redefined yet 
again how the industry will think about the sport utility 
vehicle (SUV) segment. The all-new Explorer Sport has been 
improved inside and out to provide a more comfortable 
and stable driving experience that complements its rugged 
and modern appearance.

Redefining SUVs

In an exclusive launch at the SM Mall of Asia in 
Pasay, Samsung fashionably introduced the new 

Gear S2, transforming the LED globe into what 
is claimed to be the world’s largest smartwatch. 

The brand also opened the new Samsung Galaxy 
Studio that lets consumers experience the 

company’s commitment to mobile technology. The 
Galaxy Studio will be at the SM MOA Cyberzone 

for one whole exciting week.

Biggest
and Boldest

Lenovo recently added three new smartphones to 
its VIBE lineup. The VIBE P1 boasts an exceptional 

battery life that consumers who are always on 
the go can take advantage of. On the other hand, 

the VIBE P1m carries a 4000mAh battery unit 
that promises quick charging so you can juice it 
up quick to keep you going throughout the day. 
And, lastly, the VIBE S1 is claimed to be the first 

smartphone to have dual front cameras.

Additional Three

Targeting schools and corporations, Panasonic Philippines 
launched two new sets of brighter, longer-lasting compact 
projectors. The cost-effective PT-LB412 series comes with 
up to a very bright 4100 lumens, with a lamp and air filter 
replacement cycle of up to 10,000 hours. The short-throw 
projector PT-TW341R series, on the other hand, can beam 
bright images at up to 3500 lumens with no distortion even 
at a narrow projection distance. Its lamp also minimizes 
costs, with a max replacement cycle of up to 8,000 hours.

Two New Series
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Epson Sets Trend in Digital Textile Printing
Digital trenDSetter

epson continues to set the trend 

in digital textile printing with the 

unveiling of the new Surecolor 

textile printers: the Sc-F6270, Sc-

F7270, and Sc-F9270  at the “Print Your Passion” fashion show held at the 

eDSA Shangri-La Hotel.

      epson’s new Surecolor textile printers feature a new high-density 

black ink that produces richer black prints, especially for high-volume 

commercial applications that require impressive print quality at a low 

running cost.

      epson’s most advanced textile printer, the F9270, promises to deliver 

amazing performance for highly efficient and reliable production runs. 

it combines the speed, precision, and durability of the Precisioncore 

printhead technology with an original dual 1.5L ink tank system.

      Launched during the “Print Your Passion” fashion show, the printer 

brought to life ten new designs that pay homage to the beauty of the 

Philippines. the designs were created by Asia’s Most influential Designer, 

Avel Bacudio, who has recently utilized digital prints to bring his creative 

ideas to life.

      Visit www.epson.com.ph to get more details.

TCL Becomes PBA’s Official TV for Its 41st Season

a FruitFul PartnerShiP
As the Philippine Basketball Association (PBA) 

gears up for an exciting 41st season, tcL, one 

of the largest manufacturers of televisions in 

the world, is elated to be the league’s official 

tV sponsor.

      the partnership became formal last October, through a contract 

signing between heads of PBA and tcL Sun, inc. Having been an 

undisputed consumer and electronics brand in china, tcL has been able to 

successfully branch out into other countries, becoming a favorite among 

consumers for its innovative technologies.

      in spite of facing stiff competition, tcL has been able to make a name 

for itself outside of china for its cutting-edge technologies that have 

provided a better television experience for consumers.

      this partnership with the PBA is expected to be a very fruitful one, 

as the PBA will greatly benefit from the tcL products that it will be able 

to use to enhance the PBA viewing experience for the public. through 

industry trending achievements, tcL Sun, inc. has rightfully earned its 

place in the market, as it has now become one of the go-to brands for 

televisions in the Philippines. Aside from impressive product innovations, 

tcL is also a favorite for its quality and competitive pricing, definitely 

making it a key player in the global market.

      For more information, you can visit www.tclphilippines.com.

Onanoff Introduces BuddyPhones’ ‘Color Your Music’ Series in PH
unleaSh Your CreativitY

Onanoff, the creator of 

intelligent accessories for 

gadgets, recently announced 

the availability of the BuddyPhones “color Your Music” series, which is 

a set of kid-friendly headphones with new customizable color-in sticker 

packs, in the Philippines.

      Kids can choose how they want to design their headphones and color 

directly onto the stickers with crayons or markers, and then stick them 

on the BuddyPhones for a fresh and unique look. the “color Your Music” 

series is perfect for helping kids unleash their creativity, as they draw, 

stick, and play. With the included Buddycable, the little ones won’t have 

to fight over time with the iPad. At just PhP 1,383 and PhP 2,214, the 

BuddyPhones are the perfect gift for your budding artist or musician this 

holiday season.

      the “color Your Music” series sports BuddyPhones’ volume-limiting 

technology for safe listening, a bendable and flexible headband, and a 

Buddycable audio splitter, so up to four friends can listen to one device 

at the same time. BuddyPhones are available in yellow, blue, pink, purple, 

green, or orange at all Power Mac center stores, OdysseyNext stores, and 

online store www.lazada.com.ph.

      Got to www.facebook.com/macpowerPH and learn more about 

onanoff’s latest offerings.
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globe President and ceO, ernest cu, together with senior advisor 
for consumer Business group, Dan Horan, share the stage to reveal 
the exciting partnership of globe and star Wars as part of the 
telco’s major collaboration with Disney.

Fans and communities all 

over the world are gearing 

up for the much-awaited 

release of Star Wars: the Force Awakens. With a 

little over a month away before its premiere in the 

Philippines, the Star Wars fever is definitely heating 

up with all the social media buzz and on-ground 

experience that Star Wars fanatics have been raving 

about.

      Leading the pack is the country’s purveyor of 

the Filipino digital lifestyle, Globe telecom, whose 

partnership with Disney Southeast Asia allows the 

leading telco to bring the Star Wars fever to a new 

level with a series of experiences and offerings in 

anticipation of the movie premiere this December.

      Kicking off the excitement for Star Wars, Globe 

is transforming its Generation 3 (GeN3) stores 

nationwide into a Star Wars-themed hub with creative 

installations, exclusive Star Wars: Battle Pod arcade 

games, and premium collectible accessories, toys, 

and gadgets up for grabs for all Star Wars fans.  

      Starting November 4, 2015, customers can visit 

the Globe GeN3 store at Greenbelt 4 in Makati to 

check out the Star Wars displays, play a few rounds 

on the Star Wars: Battle Pod, and start an exclusive 

collection of Star Wars gadgets from the classics 

to the Force Awakens thematic designs. GeN3’s 

collection of Star Wars digital connectors and 

accessories include Darth Vader and Storm trooper 

car chargers, Star Wars character flash drives, phone 

cases, and power banks. 

      According to Dan Horan, Senior Advisor for 

consumer Business at Globe, their partnership with 

Disney and its brands such as Star Wars allows Globe 

to “bring more wonderful experiences to [their] 

customers: from exclusive theatrical releases to 

innovative offerings.”

      recently, Globe also announced the availability 

of the most in-demand Star Wars toy to date, the 

BB-8 Droid by Sphero, in its GeN3 stores. through an 

exclusive deal with Sphero, Globe has been made 

the only telco company that carries this product in 

the country. Offered at PhP 12,499.75, the BB-8 is 

iOS- and Android-compatible, housed in a durable 

polycarbonate shell, and boasts a Bluetooth smart 

BLe connection of up to a 100-foot range.

      in May this year, Globe signed a comprehensive 

and multi-year collaboration with Disney Southeast 

Asia, giving customers access to video-on-demand, 

interactive content, theatricals, promotions, and other 

related services across multiple devices. customers 

will now have access to an array of Disney content 

offerings such as long- and short-form programming, 

interactive content and games, theatrical releases, 

and retail promotions.

      For more information, visit www.globe.com.ph.

star wars Fever in 
ph heats up
Globe Telecom Now Offers a Complete Star Wars 
Experience In and Beyond the Cinema

globe Head of stores and Retail 
Transformation, Joe caliro, dressed 
as a Jedi, introduces the star Wars 
digital connectors that are exclusively 
available at globe gen3 stores.

People in star Wars costumes surround 
the entrance of the globe gen3 
store at greenbelt, makati during the 
announcement of the partnership of 
globe and Disney.

The globe gen3 store at greenbelt 4, 
makati is decked out in full star Wars 
fashion – from games to gadgets – that 
customers will enjoy.



Visit a cyberzone branch near you. For more updates, visit or follow the following
to discover more gadgets for you:
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Prepare to rev up your tech-savvy lifestyle this December, as Cyberzone brings you a whole 
load of new devices and accessories from the country’s top technology brands. Cyberzone 
is the ultimate technology and lifestyle center of the SM Supermalls, with over 40 branches 
nationwide. Visit the nearest Cyberzone and shower your dearest loved ones with these 
amazing gadgets. Give the perfect gift and have a Merry Christmas!

a shower of
awesome Gadgets

SaMSunG 
Galaxy note 5

SaMSunG 
Galaxy S6

Sony  
a7 II

aPPle 
MaCBook

HuaweI
talkBanD B2

lG 
G4

Canon 
eoS 7D Mark II

Sony 
SMart watCH 3

IPHone 
6S PluS

Packed with an Exynos 7420 
octa-core SoC processor 
and 4GB of LPDDR4 RAM, 
the Samsung Galaxy Note 
5 screams speed. It sports 
a 5.7-inch Super AMOLED 
display and comes with 
a 16-megapixel rear and 
5-megapixel front camera 
with f/1.9 aperture.

Flaunting a 5.1-inch Super 
AMOLED display, the 
Samsung Galaxy S6 has 
made a big leap, upgrading 
to Quad-HD. It has Corning’s 
Gorilla Glass 4 protection, 
and is built with an Exynos 
7420 octa-core processor 
with up to 128GB internal 
storage option.

Featuring a 5-axis image 
stabilization, 24.3MP Exmor 
CMOS sensor, advanced 
BIONZ X image processing 
engine, and 25 contrast 
detection AF points that are 
placed over a wide area of 
the screen, the Sony A7 II 
delivers outstanding image 
quality and performance.

Taking the concept of an 
ultra-portable notebook 
to the extreme, the Apple 
MacBook weighs only 
920g and is just 13.2mm 
thick. It has an impressive 
12-inch Retina display, and 
is powered by Intel’s Core 
M processor, allowing the 
device to be slimmer.

The Huawei Talkband B2 
is a Bluetooth headset 
that attaches onto your 
wristband, which turns it 
into a wearable smartwatch. 
It sports a 0.73-inch mono 
PMOLED display that will 
let you see on-screen 
notifications while you track 
all your activities.

Highlighting an impressive 
curve, coupled with 
remarkable capabilities, the 
LG G4 will let you experience 
greatness. It flaunts a 
5.5-inch display, 16MP rear 
camera with f/1.8 aperture, 
and 3000mAH removable 
battery, and is powered by a 
1.8GHz hexa-core processor.

The Canon EOS 7D Mark 
II features dual-Digic 6 
processors, a 20.2-megapixel 
CMOS sensor, a speedy 
autofocus, and a new mirror 
and shutter system that 
allows continuous shooting 
of up to 10 frames per 
second. It also flaunts a large 
handgrip for easy handling.

The Sony Smart Watch 3 is 
equipped with a quad-core 
processor, 512MB of RAM, 
and 4GB of internal storage. 
It is built with a silicone 
rubber strap, flaunting a 1.6-
inch display with a resolution 
of 320 x 320, a microphone 
for voice control, and a 
micro-USB port on its rear.

The latest iPhone 6s Plus 
has the new 3D Touch that 
is integrated into every part 
of iOS 9, letting the display 
register varying levels of 
pressure, so you can jump 
straight to your favorite 
features inside an app or 
easily preview web pages, 
messages, and images.

fb.com/smcyberzonewww.smcyberzone.com @smcyberzone
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For the sci-fi nuts: No, this isn’t about 

creating hyper-intelligent cyborgs 

that’ll take over the world. As Google 

themselves put it, humans won’t build 

bad robots; at the same time, the 

company also predicts that computers 

will rival human intelligence in 15 

years time. Still a scary thought, 

don’t you think?

      in a nutshell, machine learning 

is about making machines 

understand things using patterns and 

computational theories. the old way 

involved using explicit rules to create 

smarter machines; the new way is 

about learning from examples, then 

adjusting to reduce errors. With that, 

the learning process is gradual, and 

would take billions of cycles to master 

a function. Deep learning, which is a 

powerful class of machine learning, 

aims to advance the method using 

simple, trainable math functions, but 

more research is needed before we hit 

humal-level intelligence.

what is machine 
learninG?

tensorFlow smartens up machine learninG
Deep learning is not new to Google, as they’ve been developing their own internal deep learning 

infrastructure (DistBelief) since before 2011. DistBelief has powered Google’s experiments in 

automated image captioning and their research into neural networks like DeepDream.

      in Google’s own words, DistBelief had some limitations. it was narrowly targeted to neural 

networks, it was difficult to configure, and it was tightly coupled to Google’s internal infrastructure 

– making it nearly impossible to share research code externally. that’s where tensorFlow comes in.

      Google’s second-generation machine learning system is specifically designed to be general, 

flexible, portable, easy-to-use, and completely open-source. that’s a key point, because it means 

anyone from academic researchers to hobbyists to software engineers will be able to contribute to 

the development of tensorFlow and machine learning, accelerating the development process.

      Because tensorFlow is also built to be very general, any computation that can be expressed 

as a computational flow graph can be computed with tensorFlow, and any gradient-based 

machine learning algorithm will be able to tap into tensorFlow’s auto-differentiation and first-rate 

optimizers. Google says tensorFlow is available as a standalone library with the associated tools, 

tutorials, and examples with an Apache 2.0 license, so you can jump right into development.

GooGle  
apac 2015

What’s a complex set of software and 

algorithms without real-life usage? Google 

is pushing machine learning like never 

before, and the search engine specialist is 

placing significant investments in the project. 

Google’s push for machine learning actually 

began roughly three years ago with their 

speech recognition and ad targeting, and 

now they want to expand all the information 

they’ve gathered to more of the company’s 

vast array of consumer products.

      One product at the forefront of Google’s 

machine learning push is inbox, which is 

Gmail’s smarter emailing sibling. Smart reply 

reads your emails and suggests responses 

based on all your other replies. the more you 

use it, the better the software understands 

your style through machine learning, and 

the options become more precise. Gmail has 

been implementing machine learning a little 

more subtly, choosing which emails belong in 

your inbox and which go to the spam folder. 

Google claims that Gmail can intercept 99.9% 

of all spam now. 

      Google Photos has a similar application, 

wherein you can search for pictures without 

the need to add in your own labels and tags. 

As for Google translate, the conversations 

with the app are becoming more and more 

fluid, thanks to deeper algorithms and 

constant machine learning.

machine learninG in 
actual applications

With the goal of spreading the good news of 
Google to the Asia-Pacific region, the tech giant’s 
annual press event highlighted the most vital 

products and services that will help both consumers and professionals.
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How do you compare the Philips 

curved televisions to other brands? 

What makes them stand out?

As you know, Phillips has patented 

Ambilight. Our curved tVs have this 

feature which enhances the overall viewer 

experience by actively adjusting colors 

based on picture content. this feature 

gives a more immersive viewer experience, 

because it allows the viewers to see more 

picture detail. it also removes on-screen 

reflection. imagine the feeling of life, colors, 

and energy exploding on your tV – that’s 

how i would describe the experience.

      Of course, while we are highlighting 

Ambilight, we also have the many features 

that most of the other curved tVs have. i 

would say we were able to bundle up the 

best features of curved tVs and added a 

little more. Short answer to the question is: 

We made sure that our consumers get a big 

bang out of their buck.

You are currently promoting ambilight 

technology. What other technologies 

are incorporated in the new Philips 

curved televisions?

Like what i alluded to earlier, our tVs are 

loaded with the best features that a curved 

tV can offer. Our tVs also offer the highest 

level of resolution available in the Philippine 

market today, which is 4K ultra HD 

resolution. it also has DVB-t, which assists 

with allowing our tVs to receive digital 

broadcast from our local channels.

How does Philips plan to end the 

year?

While our curved tV is not yet available in 

the market, we will work on making our 

consumers aware that it is coming and that 

they can look forward to it. We are expecting 

to launch the Philips curved tV by Q2 2016.

aside from curved TVs, does Philips 

plan to launch more new products in 

2016?

Next year, we will also introduce the 65” 

Philips tV HDr (High Dynamic range) model. 

HDr technology takes the viewer experience 

a notch higher by expanding the spectrum 

of colors. Simply put, this tV will be able to 

give you a comparison of the whitest white 

and the blackest black.

JACK SALAMIA,
SALeS AnD MArKetIng 
for PhILIPS tV
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can you give us a few details about the products you are offering?

We offer the world’s best and most unique brands and accessories for 

mobile phones, consumer gadgets, photography, and lifestyle bags.

      Our unique product lineup ranges from Bluetooth speakers that can 

do 20-meter distances, power banks that can fully charge in 30 minutes, 

cellphone bumpers that can protect your phone from 11-foot drops, and 

health wearables that can withstand 100 meters of water and last a week 

without charging. 

What makes macpower marketing corporation a trusted 

distributor of electronic brands, gadgets, and accessories?

We offer the manufacturer’s warranty in all of the brands in our portfolio, 

and only have brands and products that are made for the premium segment.

 What are your plans to make sure that local consumers will 

choose you over your competitors?

We constantly look for new products from the global market, from trusted 

brands to startup projects. We are not only a distribution company, but 

equally important, a marketing company, as well. We market all the brands 

we distribute through traditional advertising, below-the-line, and social 

media.

You currently distribute a wide variety of products. Do you still 

have plans of expanding your offerings?

Yes, of course, as long as there is something new and exciting available in 

other markets that are not yet available locally (that we believe the Filipinos 

will like), expect us to bring them in.

ePIK PIoS,
MArKetIng heAD,
MACPoWer MArKetIng
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1) Plan ahead 

Make an itinerary, have a budget, make a shopping 

list, and know what you want. this would help you 

save time and money as you go around the city. in 

Japan, everything is on time. i’m glad i brought my 

Veloci watch that got me constantly updated with 

the time.

4) If you travel as a couple or in a group, go 

airBnB 

this is way cheaper than getting a hotel room. 

You get to have your own place at the city’s top 

locations for as low as PhP 800 to PhP 1,500 per 

person.

5) Try a capsule hotel or a manga kissa for a 

unique experience 

Most capsule hotels have a spa, and you can stay 

there comfortably at a rate of PhP 1,200 per night. 

A manga kissa is a 24-hour internet cafe, where 

you can read manga, surf the internet, and use 

a shower for 30 minutes up to 12 hours. i tried 

Manboo, near the Shibuya crossing. i paid around 

PhP 580 for five hours, inclusive of unlimited 

drinks. When the lights were out, i was able to use 

my euroo travelit while i was searching through 

my stuff inside my assigned cubicle. i don’t 

recommend these if you intend to sleep long hours.

2) Watch out for a seat sale 

You would be surprised that my round-trip airfare, 

which i purchased in April 2015, only cost around 

PhP 4,000 (round-trip Manila-cebu-Narita). i took 

advantage of the seat sale and bought another 

ticket from Nagoya to Manila at PhP 2,000, just so 

i wouldn’t have to pass through cebu anymore on 

the way back.

3) If you’re a solo traveler, couchsurf 

You’ll not only meet new friends, you get a free 

accommodation too. Visit www.couchsurfing.org 

for more info.

T R a V e l

A Budget Traveler’s Guide to Surviving 
One of the World’s Most Expensive Cities

travel tokyo 
on a Budget!

Oftentimes, first-timers and budget travelers get intimidated about traveling to 

Japan, particularly it’s capital city, tokyo. it has been consistently listed in the top 

ten most expensive cities in the world for the past few years, which shies away 

budget travelers. 

      On my recent trip to Japan, i have realized that traveling to tokyo can be 

cheaper than traveling to Hong Kong, which is the usual destination of Filipino 

travelers. But now, you need to know that tokyo has fallen off from the top ten 

most expensive cities because of the weakness of the Japanese Yen against the 

uS Dollar. While this is bad news for Japan, this is good news for tourists, as this 

would be the best time to travel there. their government is very considerate to 

tourists now. i got my five-year multiple entry visa in just three business days. 

This is the senso-ji Temple in asakusa.

Just some of the KitKat flavors you’ll find in ueno sashimi overload at the Tsukiji Fish market.

euroo Digital luggage 
scale (eTs002)

euroo Travelit (eTs001)
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6) get a suica or Passmo Ic card  

it costs 2,000 yen, but 1,500 yen is all consumable 

and it’s for a lifetime of use. it is a reloadable card, 

which you can use for payments in the subway, 

convenience stores, restaurants, etc.

8) Dine at hole-in-the-wall restaurants 

Authentic Japanese food is not as expensive as you 

think. An average set meal would range from 

PhP 200 to PhP 400.

7) Don’t miss shopping in Don Quixote, 

Daiso, and in shopping districts: ueno and 

akihabara 

Don Quixote is a cool shop where you can buy a 

lot of interesting stuff. You can find one in Shinjuku 

and Ginza. Daiso, of course, is a famous 100-yen 

shop. ueno is an area where you can buy clothes, 

perfumes, bags, chocolates, and everything 

Japanese at a cheaper price. For consumer 

electronics, Akihabara is the place to be. But after 

all the shopping, use a euroo Digital Luggage 

Scale to ensure you won’t exceed your baggage 

allowance on your next flight.

9) You don’t have to spend for good photos  

You would spend a few hundreds for multiple 

subway rides, but you don’t need to spend for 

admission fees all the time. You can visit the Meiji 

Shrine in Harajuku, Senso-ji temple in Asakusa, and 

the tokyo imperial Palace for free. You would only 

have to pay an entrance fee if you would like to go 

up the tokyo Skytree and the tokyo tower.

10) enjoy Tokyo!  

Go to Disney Sea, walk along the Shibuya crossing, 

visit the giant Gundam robot in Divercity, take a 

selfie with Hachiko at Shibuya station, eat at tsukiji 

Fish Market – all in one city.

i survived with just 30,000 yen of pocket money for 

four days and three nights in tokyo, and i challenge 

you to do the same!

shibuya is Tokyo’s prime youth shopping district.

me crossing the world’s busiest crossing, the shibuya 
crossing.

Huge gundam robot at Divercity, Odaiba.

This was during the Tokyo motor show 2015 at the 
Tokyo Big sight in Odaiba.

me sporting my Veloci slim wristwatch.
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canon powershot G3 x
PhP 41,998

One thing that most compact cameras can’t do is zoom to extreme distances. 
That certainly isn’t a problem with the PowerShot G3 X and its superzoom 

lens. With a focal length of 24 to 600mm and intelligent image stabilization, 
you’re sure to capture subjects from far and safe distances with smooth 

results. Image quality is top-notch, too, with a 1-inch 20.2-megapixel sensor 
that hits a maximum ISO of 12800 with the help of the DIGIC 6 processor.    

canon eos 760D
PhP 47,998 (w/ 18-135mm kit lens)
When high-quality photographs are the priority, then nothing beats a full-
fledged DSLR. The EOS 760D is a step up from entry-level DSLRs, thanks to 
an LCD display on top for quick settings information and a control dial at 
the rear for exposure adjustments on the fly. Photos are created through 
a 24.2-megapixel APS-C sensor and DIGIC 6 processor, and can be easily 
transferred using the camera’s built-in Wi-Fi and NFC connectivity.

canon eos m3
PhP 25,998 (w/ 18-55mm kit lens)

Building on Canon’s newly established expertise in the world of mirrorless 
cameras, the EOS M3 makes a statement with DSLR-quality imagery 

and greater portability than its larger siblings. This claim is backed by a 
large APS-C image sensor and a speedy autofocus system that produce 

24.2-megapixel outputs in the blink of an eye. There’s also a lens mount for 
interchangeable lenses and a tilting 3-inch display at the back.

canon eos 750D
PhP 34,998 (w/ 18-55mm kit lens)

The EOS 750D has all the makings of a complete DSLR with a 24.2-megapixel 
APS-C sensor and 19-point autofocus system, along with a 3-inch 
touchscreen LCD and 5fps continuous shooting. Like the EOS 760D, this 
shooter can handle Canon’s vast collection of interchangeable lenses, and 
if you’re in the mood for sharing (or showing off), there’s Wi-Fi and NFC 
connectivity to wirelessly upload your photos online in an instant.

g e a R

serious shooters
Smartphones may have the edge in convenience and 
portability, but dedicated cameras will always be heralded 
as the true scene chroniclers. Here are some of the best and 
newest from the specialist itself – Canon.



constructed with titanium and can be personalized with six different rubber straps, the tag Heuer 

connected Watch is positioned as a luxury smartwatch. it features a 1.5-inch touchscreen LcD 

display, reinforced with sapphire crystal and has a resolution of 360 x 360 pixels. it weighs 52g and 

has a 410mAh battery capacity that can be charged by a uSB charging cradle. it also has 1GB of rAM, 

4GB of internal storage, gyroscope, tilt detection sensor, microphone, haptic engine, Bluetooth 4.0, 

1.6GHz intel dual-core processor, and Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n connectivity.

www.tagheuer.com

Tag Heuer Connected Watch

luxurious connection
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crafted using specially selected luxury materials that come with their own dedicated amp for 

optimal performance, the Sennheiser Orpheus He 1060 and HeV 1060 are part of a new generation 

of high-end Orpheus headphones, which feature the same iconic design as the original Orpheus, 

but with updated materials, such as silver-plated copper cables for optimum conductivity. they also 

have hand-made, hypoallergenic, breathable ear cups that are made of genuine leather for the best 

possible comfort and passive noise cancelling. 

www.sennheiser.com

Sennheiser Orpheus HE 1060 and HEV 1060

leGenDary heaDphones
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Powered by an NViDiA GeForce GtX titan X GPu, the new Gigabyte GeForce GtX titan X Xtreme 

Gaming is set to provide excellent performance and durability. it’s built with a solid metal backplate 

and an aerospace-grade PcB conformal coating that protects against harsh conditions like humidity 

and extreme temperatures. it features a WindForce 3X cooling system with heat dissipation capacity 

of 700 watts, and has an alternate spinning fan design where the middle fan spins in the opposite 

direction as the other two.

www.gigabyte.ph

Gigabyte GeForce GTX Titan X Xtreme Gaming

extreme experience
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FujiFilm instax mini 70
// PhP 6,999

Offering instant printing of your photos, the 
Fujifilm Instax Mini 70 will let you enjoy taking 
selfies even more. It is more selfie-centric with 
better low-light abilities than its predecessors, 
and comes with a self-timer function and tripod 
mount for easy group shots. fujifilm.com.ph

 
transcenD esD400

Lightweight, compact, and durable, the Transcend 
ESD400 SSD will let you easily store, protect, 
carry, and share all your digital files wherever 
you go. It’s equipped with the next-generation 
SuperSpeed USB 3.0 interface with up to 1TB of 
storage capacity. ph.transcend-info.com

oppo r7 lite
// PhP 13,990

 

msi z170 sli plus

With a 13-megapixel rear camera and an 8-megapixel 
front-facing snapper, you can never go wrong with the 
OPPO R7 Lite. Capture as many memories as you want 
with its 16GB of internal storage, which is expandable up 
to 128GB via microSD. www.oppo.com/ph

Boasting a low-key all-black design that encompasses 
both the PCB and heatsinks, the new MSI Z170 SLI 
Plus makes a design statement without much effort. 
Appearance aside, this motherboard does come with a 
decent selection of features. www.msi.com

 
runtastic moment Basic 
// PhP 8,888

Wherever you go, the Runtastic Moment Basic 
will let you keep track of time as well as your 
activities. This sporty smartwatch that boasts 
a clean design can monitor your daily steps, 
distance, calories burned, and sleep duration 
and cycles. www.facebook.com/MacpowerPH

g e a R
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colouD Boom kiDs

The Boom Kids from Coloud has a sturdy frame 
that is designed for the younger ones. It has 
a built-in parental volume control that allows 
parents to set the volume at their desired 
level to keep children from listening to harmful 
volume levels. www.coloud.com

netGear niGhthawk x8
// US$ 400

Powered by Broadcom’s second-generation 
XStream platform and broadcasting three 
separate networks, the Netgear Nighthawk X8 
tri-band router offers up to 1000Mbps with its 
single 2.4GHz network and up to 2150Mbps with 
its two 5GHz networks. www.netgear.com

asus p3B
lenovo yoGa 500
// From PhP 28,495

A portable 800-lumen projector with a built-in 12000mAh 
battery, the ASUS P3B lets you project content from 
various devices via its HDMI/MHL and VGA ports, onboard 
stage, or flash memory connected to its USB ports or 
microSD card slot. www.asus.com/ph

Available with a 14- or 15.6-inch Full HD touchscreen 
display, the Lenovo Yoga 500 supports up to a fifth-
generation Intel Core i7 processor with up to 8GB of RAM 
and 1TB of HDD. It also offers a full Windows 10 computing 
experience. www.lenovo.com/ph

zuk z1
// PhP 15,299

Backed by Lenovo, Chinese smartphone brand 
ZUK has come to the Philippines to introduce 
its new smartphone, the Z1. It features a 5.5-
inch HD display with 3GB of RAM and 64GB 
of internal storage, and comes with a huge 
4100mAh battery. www.zuk.hk
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For more comprehensive 

takes on the features 

and performance of the 

products reviewed here, visit 

HardwareZone.com.ph.

t h e  a w a r D s
Review scores of 8/8.5 

are awarded the Silver 

Award. 9/9.5 get the 

Gold. ONLY a perfect 

10 wins our Platinum 

Award.Best Performance Best Value9/9.5 8/8.510

mulTI-TesTmulTI-TesT

PERFORMANCE

every month, behind the doors of our super secret gadget testing 
facility, the latest tech products are put through their paces using 

industry-recognized benchmarks and our own blend of real-world usage 
scenarios. Here are our findings!

LAB
RESULTS

T e s T
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lenovo phaB plus 
All Things FAbulous

spacious screen, this fabulous-

looking device promises 

smooth performance and easy 

navigation. You have to take 

note, however, that there may be 

an inconvenience if you want to 

use it as an everyday driver.

      When in public and you want 

to make or take calls and send or 

receive messages, the size of the 

PHAB Plus can draw unwanted 

attention, so you may want 

to take extra precaution. We 

still recommend it, though, for 

traveling, since, regardless of its 

size, it can definitely act as your 

main phone as well as a tablet, 

preventing you from having to 

bring many devices all the time.

      equipped with a 

13-megapixel main camera, the 

PHAB Plus managed to impress 

us by producing decent pictures, 

although it struggled a bit at 

low-light conditions. it also has a 

5-megapizel front-facing camera 

for taking selfies. the images 

produced, however, tend to 

look grainy at times. the good 

thing is that, given its big screen 

if you wish to draw attention 

from a crowd, simply whip out 

a Lenovo PHAB Plus, and we 

guarantee that you’d get the 

attention that you want.

      Sporting an aluminum 

unibody and a 6.8-inch Full HD 

iPS display, the new PHAB Plus 

looks rather big for a regular 

smartphone and pretty small 

for a tablet, but it amazingly 

merges the functionalities of a 

smartphone and a tablet in one 

device. if you have small hands, 

it will be quite challenging to 

use, although if you’re willing to 

overlook its size, then you can 

definitely get into this device.

      remember that you can 

always minimize the screen by 

opting for the single-hand micro-

screen, which lets you navigate 

the device using just one hand. 

Simply draw a letter “c” on the 

screen anytime you want to 

access the minimized display. 

We enjoyed this feature, since it 

allows us to multitask.

      Great for web use and 

playing multimedia files with its 

size, framing of selfies is much 

easier. Groufies also look much 

better than on most midrange 

smartphones. 

      the Lenovo PHAB Plus 

runs on Android 5.0.2, and is 

powered by a 1.5GHz Qualcomm 

Snapdragon 615 octa-core 

processor with 2GB of rAM 

and an Andreno 405 GPu. in 

our benchmark tests, it got 

acceptable scores. considering 

its price, it’s quite impressive. 

it offers a responsive interface 

with minimum lag when opening 

and switching from one app to 

another. its battery, which is 

non-removable, has a capacity 

of 3500mAh. in our test, it was 

able to last one full working day 

of moderate usage, and even has 

extra juice to keep users going 

the next day with light usage.

      the PHAB Plus may have a 

screen size that can be quite 

challenging, but we believe that 

it can still fit anyone’s active and 

busy lifestyle.

by Ashley Lucas

aT a glance

Os 
Android 5.0 Lollipop

Display 
6.8-inch iPS LcD 
(1920 x 1080) 

Processor
Qualcomm Snapdragon 
615 (Octa-core, 1.5GHz)

storage
32GB, expandable up to 
64GB via microSD

Price 
PhP 14,999

cOnclusIOn

The lenovo 
PHaB Plus 
may have a 
screen size that 
can be quite 
challenging, but 
it amazingly 
merges the 
functionalities 
of a smartphone 
and a tablet in 
one device.

8.5/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

The loudspeaker and the main 
camera is located at the upper rear 
of the device.
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aT a glance

engine 
1.4L K14B

Transmission 
4-speed A/t 

Horsepower 
98hp@6000 ps/
rpm

Torque
130Nm@4000 ps/
rpm

Price 
PhP 812,000

suzuki ertiga
EAgEr PEoPlE MovEr

adjusting 
the 
rearview 
mirrors 
can be 
done with 
tremendous 
ease using 
this knob 
located by 
the driver’s 
side.
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a button 
turns 
the air-
conditioning 
on and off. 
separate 
knobs 
adjust the 
temp, fan 
speed, and 
direction.



P H I L I P P I N E S

Launched with its own 

marketing moniker as a “Life 

utility Vehicle” (LuV), the 

Suzuki ertiga (2015) appears 

to be a cross between an MPV 

and an AuV, because it offers 

interior space comparable 

to that of an MPV while 

providing the car-like drive and 

maneuverability of an AuV.

      Originally released 

locally in 2014, this odd-

looking MPV is developed by 

Suzuki’s Japanese r&D team 

while it is manufactured by 

its subsidiary, the Maruti-

Suzuki in india. therefore, it’s 

truly an Asian-made vehicle 

for the Asian market.

      this compact MPV 

comes with a seven-seater 

configuration. upon trying it 

out, we found the space to 

be quite a squeeze especially 

when the car was fully loaded. 

the first row is reasonably 

spacious, and the driver’s seat 

is an inch higher than the front 

row’s passenger seat, which 

gives a better commanding 

view of the road ahead. 

      the driving console is 

ergonomically designed with 

the steering wheel and driver’s 

seat offering enough room 

for adjustment. the driver 

can easily reach all controls, 

including the air-conditioning, 

mirrors, and audio. the gauges 

are simple, clear, and can 

be read with great ease.

      Although the seats are 

already cushioned thinly to 

provide more moving space, 

the second and third rows have 

limited leg room. Furthermore, 

the space at the third row is quite 

tight, which makes it suitable 

mainly for small passengers. 

Still, it gives a comfortable ride 

on short road trips. However, for 

longer rides, adults may find it 

difficult to relax on the second 

and third rows. Yet, the generous 

headroom on this vehicle tries 

to compensate for that.

      the design of the ertiga is 

based on the Swift – much like a 

stretched version of the compact 

car. it is powered by the same 

1.4-liter gasoline engine that 

produces a maximum power of 

95hp at 6000rpm, a maximum 

torque of 130Nm at 4000rpm, 

and an average fuel efficiency 

of around 16.02km/L. testing 

it during city driving yielded 

us an average fuel efficiency 

of 11.0km/L. in traffic-jammed 

situations, we got about 9.0km/L.

      With similar engine specs as 

the subcompact Swift but with a 

bigger wheelbase and carriage, 

it still surprises by providing a 

similar fun-to-drive experience 

as its hatchback sibling. 

However, with seven passengers 

onboard and additional load 

to carry, expect the engine 

to work harder than usual.

      Driving the ertiga, it felt like 

it was eager enough when it 

came to acceleration. Although 

its acceleration was not that 

rapid and there were a few 

times when its exhaust growled, 

it still drove well. Additionally, 

the vehicle remained stable 

even when taking sharp turns 

on zigzags and curves.

      Since it’s based on the 

Swift, the ertiga looks modern 

and stylish with a flair of 

pretty aerodynamic lines here 

and there. the high-mounted 

headlamps and mesh grille 

make it strikingly good-looking. 

the rest of the exterior is quite 

humble, as it also gives an 

AuV vibe with its large door 

openings and formal roof lines. 

      the car’s large doors serve 

another purpose aside from 

aesthetics, as they permit 

easier riding and alighting from 

the vehicle. Additionally, its 

large windows give a sense 

of additional space inside.

      When three rows are set 

in place, luggage capacity is 

limited to only 113 liters. the 

second row splits 60/40 with a 

fold-down armrest. When the 

third row is folded, it is increased 

to 460 liters. When the second 

and third rows are folded, cargo 

capacity is further increased 

to 810 liters. A slight challenge, 

though, comes when folding 

the second row, because it’s 

a little tough to push down.

      Safety is well considered by 

Suzuki on the ertiga. Some safety 

features included are the dual 

front airbags, anti-lock brake 

system, side impact beams, 

defogger, and remote control 

entry system on the GLX.

      After testing out the ertiga, 

it may have missed a few 

boxes on our list, but it does 

hit most of them. We would 

have wanted it to be more 

spacious and be quicker when 

it comes to acceleration, but 

its budget-friendly price tag 

is a good deal that practical 

drivers can appreciate.  

by Katrina D. canlas
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8.0/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

 

cOnclusIOn

The suzuki ertiga is a stylish, capable, and budget-friendly 
people mover. It’s crafted to accommodate up to seven 
people, which makes it ideal for small families who want to 
own a vehicle that can comfortably transport their group 
plus a small amount of baggage.
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aPPle IPHOne 6s

Os
iOS 9

Display
4.7-inch iPS LcD 
(1334 x 750)

Processor
Apple A9 
(Dual-core, 
1.8GHz)

storage
16/64/128GB

Price
From PhP 37,990

aPPle IPHOne 6s 

Plus

Os
iOS 9

Display
5.5-inch iPS LcD 
(1920 x 1080)

Processor
Apple A9 
(Dual-core, 
1.8GHz)

storage
16/64/128GB

Price
From PhP 43,990

apple iphone 6s  
and 6s plus

A (3D) Touch AbovE

Hard press 
on the 
keyboard 
when you’re 
typing a 
message, 
and it will 
turn into a 
trackpad 
you can 
use to re-
position the 
cursor.

The second-
generation 
Touch ID 
scanner is 
much faster 
and more 
reliable 
than last 
year’s.
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i P h o n e  6 s  P l u s
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i P h o n e  6 s

P H I L I P P I N E S P H I L I P P I N E S

Look at the specs, and you’ll 

see that the new iPhones aren’t 

actually completely identical 

to their predecessors. Both 

the iPhone 6s and 6s Plus are 

fractions of a millimeter wider, 

longer, and thicker than their 

iPhone 6 equivalents. Having 

said that, you won’t be able to 

tell the difference, and if you 

have a case made for the iPhone 

6 or 6 Plus, it will fit the 6s and 

6s Plus just fine.

      What is noticeable is the 

change in weight. Both of the 

new iPhones are heavier than 

last year’s models, due to the 

new 3D touch sensors and the 

haptic feedback engine under 

the display. the new iPhones 

are made from a stronger 

7000-series aluminum. the 

new aluminum is tougher than 

last year’s, which should avoid 

a repeat of #bendgate, but is 

otherwise indistinguishable.   

      Below the screen, the 

new iPhones are fitted with 

a second-generation touch 

iD fingerprint scanner that is 

insanely fast. On the rear of both 

phones, the iSight camera has 

been upgraded to 12 megapixels 

As before, the Plus version gets 

the added benefit of optical 

image stabilization, and this 

time, it works for both videos 

and photos. the front camera 

has also been upgraded to 5 

megapixels.

      in addition to upgrading the 

camera hardware, Apple has 

introduced a new camera mode, 

called Live Photos. When it’s 

enabled, the iPhone will record 

1.5 seconds of video footage 

before and after you hit the 

shutter button. When you look 

at your Live Photo later, you can 

press and hold the photo and 

it will turn into a three-second 

looping video with audio. 

      the screens are the same 

stunning displays we saw on 

last year’s iPhones, but this 

time, they can register varying 

levels of pressure. Apple calls 

this feature 3D touch. On the 

homescreen, press harder than 

normal on an app, and a Quick 

Actions menu will appear with 

shortcuts related to that app. 

When you’re actually inside 

an app, you can hard-press on 

web urLs, messages, maps, 

or images to create a “Peek” 

window that lets you preview 

that content. Press harder 

a second time to “Pop” that 

content in its related app. 3D 

touch is an amazing addition to 

the touchscreen interface that 

just makes everything more 

efficient and convenient. 

      there’s a new A9 processor 

inside the 6s and 6s Plus. it’s still 

a dual-core chip, but this time, 

the M9 motion co-processor is 

integrated into the chip itself. 

One of the benefits of having the 

M9 as part of the same chip is 

much better power efficiency, 

so when the M9 is doing things 

like counting your steps, it’s 

draining almost no battery life 

at all. the other benefit of the 

integration is that the 6s and 6s 

Plus can now listen for a “Hey 

Siri” prompt at all times, and not 

just when they’re plugged in to 

power like with older models.

the A9 processor itself is quite 

a bit faster than the A8 found 

in the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus with 

a new 1.8GHz clock speed. 

the new iPhones also benefit 

from 2GB rAM, twice as much 

as the 6 and 6 Plus. in our 

benchmark testing, the A9 ran 

circles around the competition, 

outperforming its rivals in every 

single benchmark.

      to compensate for the new 

3D touch technology taking 

up extra space inside, Apple 

has had to slightly reduce 

the battery sizes on the new 

iPhones. the 6s comes with a 

1715mAh battery, while the 6s 

Plus has a 2750mAh battery. 

Surprisingly, despite these 

reductions, both phones lasted 

longer than their predecessors, 

a testament to the power 

efficiency improvements Apple 

has made with the A9 chip. 

in fact, in our video looping 

benchmark test, the 6s managed 

to last longer than last year’s 6 

Plus, at over nine hours, and the 

6s Plus lasted over eleven hours.

      While the iPhone 6s and 

6s Plus look exactly the same 

as last year’s models, don’t 

be mistaken; these are not 

the same phones. 3D touch 

introduces a completely new 

way to interact with your 

phone that is both intuitive 

and incredibly useful. And 

it’s not just 3D touch either; 

the upgraded cameras and 

processor, the expanded rAM, 

the better battery life – all of 

these combine for what is easily 

the best iPhone ever. the only 

surprise here is just how much 

better they are.

by ng Chong Seng
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While the iPhone 6s and 6s Plus look 
exactly the same as last year’s models, 
don’t be mistaken; these are not the same 
phones. 3D Touch introduces a completely 
new way to interact with your phone.



cOnclusIOn

There’s so much 
to like about 
the samsung 
galaxy Tab s2 – 
enough to make 
us forget about 
the relatively 
high price tag 
for the dated 
specs. It’s now 
android’s tablet 
to emulate.

Lollipop build – no surprises 

here. it’s definitely less bloated 

than what we’re used to, and we 

actually appreciated several of 

the built-in apps. Still, as much as 

we love the intuitive fingerprint 

scanner and high-resolution 

4:3 display, Android continues 

to feel like an afterthought on 

tablets. Samsung tries to remedy 

that by allowing multitasking 

through multiple simultaneously 

opened apps, but on their own, 

they just look like stretched out 

smartphone user interfaces.

      On the surface, the tab S2 is 

a total pleasure to use, thanks 

to its Super AMOLeD display 

and exynos octa-core processor. 

the Soc is the same as the one 

found in last year’s Galaxy Note 

4, but that doesn’t stop it from 

blazing through every app you 

access. With that, benchmark 

scores are comparable to last 

generation’s flagship devices, 

and just slightly behind the 

Samsung powerhouses of 

today. considering that a 

tablet’s life cycle is much longer 

As ubiquitous and advanced 

Android smartphones have 

become, their tablet equivalents 

are still in an awkward limbo. 

While a few gems have sprouted 

out every now and then, there 

hasn’t been much fight against 

the go-to slates of Apple. the 

Galaxy tab S2 is Samsung’s best 

attempt at a flagship tablet yet, 

and it’s designed to impress.

      this is easily the handiest 

and most portable 8-inch tablet 

we’ve ever had the pleasure of 

using. the Wi-Fi version weighs 

as little as 265g, and is just 

5.6mm thick, which is absolutely 

amazing considering how meaty 

some phablets are these days. 

We’re also glad that Samsung 

chose to use a matte plastic 

back on the tab S2 instead of 

the glass rear of the Galaxy S6 

series; it made handling the 

tablet so much more fun, and 

combined with the metal edges, 

assured us that it wouldn’t crack 

at any light slight mishandling.

      Samsung’s usual touchWiz 

skin is injected on the tab S2’s 

than that of a smartphone’s, 

we’re plenty satisfied with the 

performance we’re getting here.

      With a tablet this thin and 

light, something has to give, and 

that’s normally the battery’s 

capacity. in real-world usage, 

it was a mixed bag. the tab S2 

excelled in long-lasting movie 

watching sessions, primarily 

because of the energy-efficient 

display and processor. the same 

didn’t apply for web browsing 

and gaming, however, wherein 

the tablet would heat up rather 

quickly then lose energy at a fast 

rate. Despite that, we were still 

able to consistently push over 

five hours of screen-on time on 

a single charge, and standby 

time was notably excellent. 

      the price tag may be tough 

to swallow considering that 

the internals aren’t exactly 

new, but the incredible build, 

first-rate display, and overall 

superb efficiency give the 

tab S2 a solid Gold Award.

by Marvin r. Velasco

aT a glance

Os 
Android 5.0.2 Lollipop

Display 
8-inch Super AMOLeD 
(2048 x 1536) 

Processor
Samsung exynos 5433 
(Octa-core)

storage
32GB, expandable up to 
128GB via microSD

Price 
PhP 24,990

The fingerprint scanner is as fast 
as the one found on the galaxy s6 
series and note 5.

9.0/10
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samsung Galaxy 
tab s2 8.0 
our kinD oF slATE
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asus zenpad s 8.0
DEsignED To iMPrEss

the display, which has to be one 

of the best we’ve witnessed on 

an 8-inch tablet – or any mobile 

device, for that matter. the same 

goes for the audio, having two 

crisp speakers up front. Alas, our 

issue with the other Zen series 

products makes a reappearance 

on the ZenPad we have here: 

As feature-loaded as the Zenui 

is, its bloatware and battery-

draining apps still bog down the 

experience. You’re going to spend 

a lot of time cleaning up the 

ZenPad before extensively using 

it, and you’ll feel the burden of 

the software on the battery life.

      if you’re tech-savvy and 

familiar with the specs of the 

original ZenFone 2, then you’ll 

notice the similarities. From the 

intel Atom Z3580 to the 4GB 

of rAM and abundant internal 

storage that’s expandable, the 

ZenPad S 8.0 is pretty much an 

enlarged ZenFone 2. this is good 

news, since you get impeccable 

multitasking capabilities 

and swift performance 

of the second-generation 

Little did we know when 

we reviewed the original ASuS 

ZenFone 2 last July that it 

would branch out to so many 

new devices. indeed, we’ve 

seen so many iterations – from 

the Selfie to the Deluxe to the 

Laser – that it’s easy to forget 

that there’s also a line of tablets 

based on the Zen philosophy. 

this is the ZenPad S 8.0, and it’s 

currently the best ASuS tablet 

you can buy in the Philippines.

      Before we begin talking about 

the actual unit, we must say that 

we were pleasantly surprised to 

find a high-quality cover bundled 

with the ZenPad. Anyone who’s 

bought a fresh-in-the-market 

device would understand the 

struggle of finding a compatible 

case straight away, so this solves 

everything. With that, even 

without the cover, the ZenPad S 

8.0 is the best-built Zen gadget 

we’ve used to date. it may be 

all plastic, but it’s certainly a 

joy to hold, thanks to a 6.6mm 

profile and nearly 300g heft.

      the pleasantries carry over to 

smartphone on top of a much 

larger and sharper screen.

      As mentioned earlier, the 

battery life of this ZenPad takes a 

hit from the erratic software. On 

a good week, the tablet would 

last over two days of moderate 

usage with 4.5 hours of screen-

on time, while other times, 

we’d notice 20 percent drains 

without even touching it. this is 

something we’ve experienced in 

other Zen devices, as well, and 

part of it can be blamed on the 

intel processor, too. We’re hoping 

that a software update will 

come soon to remedy this leak.

      Software ailments aside, 

there’s very little to fault the 

ZenPad S 8.0. it’s more than 

double the price of its 7-inch 

sibling, but the gains are more 

than worth it. You get a far more 

premium build with matching 

case, a chipset that can duel 

with current flagships, and a 

future-proof type-c connector 

for its lone uSB port.

by Marvin r. Velasco

aT a glance

Os 
Android 5.0 Lollipop

Display 
8-inch Super AMOLeD 
(2048 x 1536) 

Processor
intel Atom Z3580 
(Quad-core)

storage
64GB, expandable up to 
128GB via microSD

Price 
PhP 16,995

cOnclusIOn

The ZenPad s 8.0 
has unmatched 
value for the 
build quality, 
display, and 
performance; we 
just wish that 
asus will finally 
start optimizing 
its software 
to match the 
hardware.

8.5/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

The screen-to-body ratio is 74 
percent, meaning you get a lot of 
visuals in the space given.
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cOnclusIOn

There’s no 
doubt that the 
Xperia m5 Dual 
is a great all-
arounder; the 
dilemma is in its 
pricing, placing 
it squarely in 
the premium 
segment. 
consider the 
Xperia Z3 first.

sony xperia m5 Dual 
AlMosT A FlAgshiP

one of the two for the second 

slot, but with the Xperia M5, you 

can have both at the same time. 

On the software side, Sony’s 

near-stock Android ui is present, 

along with a battery-saving 

Stamina mode and a suite of 

preinstalled Sony-powered apps.

      Something you’ll instantly 

notice when holding the Xperia 

M5 is the huge camera lens 

up front. it isn’t just for show, 

as it houses a 13-megapixel 

sensor with an f/2.2 lens. the 

image quality is quite good, and 

works well even with group 

shots. As for the rear camera, 

the 21-megapixel sensor has 

great dynamic range and 

decent low-light performance, 

but we wish it wouldn’t focus 

so slow in most situations.

      We haven’t experienced 

too many Mediatek Helio 

X10-equipped smartphones in 

our lab, so we were excited to 

see what the Xperia M5 could 

do. real-world performance 

was surely top-tier, with 

multitasking being especially 

As entry-level smartphones 

get cheaper and the high-end 

handsets more expensive, 

figuring out what counts 

as a midrange device gets 

increasingly difficult to define. 

that’s the case with the Sony 

Xperia M5 Dual, which has specs 

befitting of its mid-tier category, 

but a price in flagship territory.

      Judging the Xperia M5 by its 

looks, we wouldn’t blame you 

if you mistook it for the much 

pricier Xperia Z5. it follows the 

usual OmniBalance aesthetic 

that favors a sleek, unibody 

look over smaller bezels. the 

physique is certainly larger 

than most 5-inch phones, but 

handling it is so much comfier 

than previous M-series handsets, 

thanks to curvier edges and a 

flap-less micro-uSB port. And 

yes, the M5 is still as water- 

and dust-resistant as all other 

signature Sony phones.

      A neat feature is the inclusion 

of both a microSD and second 

nano-SiM card slot. Normally, 

you’d have to choose between 

generous in cooperation with 

the 3GB of rAM. Benchmark 

scores weren’t as forgiving, 

with Antutu providing scores 

hovering around 40,000, which 

is well below several more 

affordable rivals, such as the 

ASuS ZenFone 2 and Meizu MX5. 

      Something that Sony often 

gets right is the battery life, and 

in the case of the Xperia M5, it’s 

great in most instances. Standby 

time is definitely its strongest 

point, making the phone last 

several days on light usage. if you 

put the M5 through its paces, 

it’ll nab you about four hours of 

screen-on time across two days.

      there’s no doubt that the 

Xperia M5 Dual is a great all-

arounder; the dilemma is in its 

pricing, placing it squarely in 

the premium segment. For the 

price, you can afford last year’s 

Xperia Z3, which isn’t as fresh, 

but has more refined features 

that continue to make it a serious 

consideration to this day.

by Marvin r. Velasco

aT a glance

Os 
Android 5.0 Lollipop

Display 
5-inch iPS LcD 
(1920 x 1080) 

Processor
Mediatek Mt6795 
Helio X10 (Octa-core)

storage
16GB, expandable up to 
200GB via microSD

Price 
PhP 21,990

sony decided to go for the more 
traditional micro-usB port rather 
than the newer type-c standard.

8.0/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S
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sony xperia c5 ultra
sElFiE MAsTEr

can move from left or right.

      the display has a resolution 

of 1920 x 1080. in default mode, 

it looks sharp and bright even 

outdoors, but we felt like the 

colors weren’t accurate. We had 

to configure the display settings 

by adjusting the white balance 

and selecting Mobile BrAViA 

engine 2 image enhancer. the 

colors improved and it looks 

more vivid, but it still wasn’t 

stunning enough. We also 

weren’t fond of the scratch-

prone and fingerprint-magnet 

rear of the c5 ultra. it is made of 

plastic and didn’t feel premium, 

although we like the smooth 

feel of its rounded edges.

      the Sony Xperia c5 ultra is 

powered by a 1.7GHz Mediatek 

Mt6752 octa-core processor, 

coupled with 2GB of rAM and 

16GB of internal storage. the 

storage seems little, but it 

can be expanded up to 200GB 

via microSD. everything went 

smooth and fluid for us, and we 

didn’t encounter any lags. Battery 

performance was also great. in 

Makati city has been named 

as the selfie capital of the world 

in 2014. even though it is only 

a small part of the Philippine 

map, it still proves that a lot of 

Filipinos are extremely fanatic 

about taking selfies. this year, 

Sony introduced us to the Xperia 

c5 ultra that promises to take 

us to a whole new level and 

satisfy our selfie cravings with its 

phenomenal pair of 13-megapixel 

front and rear cameras.

      the c5 ultra easily grabs 

attention thanks to its ultra-

thin bezels and 6-inch iPS LcD 

display. the screen size might 

seem big on paper and even 

look pretty huge up close, but 

in our experience, we didn’t 

have any trouble operating 

it using just one hand. Some 

users, however, may find it 

troublesome. Luckily, Sony added 

a feature that lets users resize 

the screen for one-handed use. 

By simply swiping on the screen 

from bottom-left or bottom-right 

diagonally upward, you can 

have a smaller screen that you 

our use, it lasted a full working 

day of moderate to heavy usage. 

      compared to its predecessor, 

the c4, the c5 ultra has 

exceptionally improved. it has 

more impressive specs, and even 

though both smartphones’ front-

facing cameras are coupled with 

an LeD flash, the c4 only has a 

5-megapixel sensor, while the c5 

ultra has a 13-megapixel one.

      the front-facing snapper of 

the new Sony Xperia c5 ultra 

is easily its highlight. With its 

wide-angle lens, we were able 

to take awesome selfies and 

groufies without any trouble, 

and we had fun using it. We 

encountered minor glitches, 

though, when we were using 

the 13-megapixel main camera, 

as it automatically switched to 

night scene in Auto mode even 

in barely low-light conditions. 

the photos tend to lose their 

sharpness, almost looking like 

an oil painting. But, overall, it 

was a fun experience for us.

by Ashley Lucas

aT a glance

Os 
Android 5.0 Lollipop

Display 
6-inch iPS LcD
(1920 x 1080)

Processor
Mediatek Mt6752
(Octa-core, 1.7GHz)

storage 
16GB, expandable up to 
200GB via microSD

Price 
PhP 17,990

cOnclusIOn

The sony Xperia 
c5 ultra boasts 
impressive 
specs and a 
decent price, 
highlighting 
an awesome 
13-megapixel 
front-facing 
camera with 
autofocus and 
leD flash.

8.5/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

located at the upper-right corner 
of the c5 ultra is the 13-megapixel 
front-facing camera with leD flash.
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cOnclusIOn

The lg g4 Beat 
is a nice option 
for consumers 
who are on 
a shoestring 
budget, but 
want to have a 
g4 flagship-like 
smartphone 
with a main 
camera that has 
DslR features.

lG G4 Beat 
in ThE MiDDlE

intensive apps and games.

      the flagship G4 is, hands 

down, one of the best 

smartphones of 2015, especially 

when it comes to its rear camera. 

thus, we can expect the G4 

Beat to follow suit. On its back 

is an 8-megapixel eye that 

has similar DSLr functionality 

to the flagship G4. users who 

aim to imitate professional-

looking shots can rely on this 

smartphone. it has the ability to 

adjust aperture, manual focus, 

and white balance to meet the 

shooter’s taste and preference. 

Although it has a less advanced 

sensor, it still performs well. 

      inside this smartphone 

is a Qualcomm Snapdragon 

615 processor complemented 

with 1.5GB of rAM. it handles 

multitasking well, but it chokes 

a bit when used for a long time 

with several apps, music, and 

games running simultaneously 

in the background. Still, it is 

nice to see a smartphone that 

is not pre-loaded with useless 

apps that bloat the device. 

LG’s latest flagship 

smartphone, the G4, arrived 

with several scaled-down 

variants, wherein one of these 

is the G4 Beat. in this review, 

we take a quick look at what 

the more budget-friendly 

variant, G4 Beat, has to offer.

      With a minimal difference 

in screen size, the G4 Beat 

comes with almost an identical 

appearance as its premium 

sibling. All the physical buttons 

are located once again on the 

rear just below the camera, 

which needs some time to 

get used to. it carries the 

same curved design that is 

enjoyable to grasp. Also, it 

comes with a removable rear 

cover and battery unit.

      it sports a 5.2-inch iPS 

LcD display with a maximum 

resolution of 1920 x 1080. it 

has a smooth-looking interface 

with negligible distortion on the 

images that it shows. However, 

response rate is not buttery-

smooth. there is a noticeable lag 

especially when loading graphics-

running the Antutu benchmark 

on this phone, it scored 30,847. 

Meanwhile, it scored 22,899 on 

the Quadrant Standard test.

      using this smartphone in 

regular day-to-day activities 

like browsing the web, taking 

photos, and playing games, it 

gave us a day of battery life on 

a single charge. Subjecting it 

to our rigorous battery test, it 

yielded 7 hours and 42 minutes. 

charging it took only a couple of 

hours to get it to full capacity.

      the flagship G4 was a 

success but the midrange G4 

Beat is having a hard time 

impressing us. Although it has 

nice DSLr-like controls, the 

overall performance of the 

G4 Beat seems to be half of 

what its flagship brother offers. 

Still, it is good to note that it 

provides an accurate display, 

clean interface, and is pleasant 

to handle. For those looking for 

a cheaper G4, the G4 Beat is 

an option worthy to consider.

by Katrina D. Canlas

aT a glance

Os 
Android 5.0 Lollipop

Display 
5.2-inch iPS LcD 
(1920 x 1080) 

Processor
Qualcomm Snapdragon 
615 (Octa-core, 1.5GHz)

storage
8GB, expandable up to 
32GB via microSD

Price 
PhP 12,990

all physical buttons are located on 
the textured rear of the smartphone, 
right below its main camera.

8.0/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D
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epson eB-x04
QuAliTy ThAT won’T brEAk ThE bAnk

powered by two AA batteries.

      the projector is incredibly 

user-friendly. Once turned on, 

it automatically detects any 

video source plugged in. it can 

also simultaneously project 

the screens of up to four Pcs, 

smartphones, or any other 

devices connected, helping in 

the productivity of offices and 

schools, as well as eliminating 

the need for a second projector.

      Setting up the projector is 

surprisingly easy. We connected 

it to a laptop using the included 

VGA cable, and it was able 

to automatically detect and 

switch to the source without 

any additional input from the 

user. there are five built-in color 

presets available: dynamic, 

cinema, presentation, blackboard, 

and srGB. if none of the available 

options are up to par, you can 

manually adjust the settings on 

the image tab in the menu.

      We tested the picture 

quality of the epson eB-X04 by 

watching a couple of movies 

and displaying some documents. 

Projectors have been the 

preferred method of teaching 

and business presentations in the 

modern world. Some projectors, 

however, are relatively expensive 

to only use in these sectors. 

epson attempts to mitigate 

this issue with the eB-X04.

      the epson eB-X04 has an 

advertised brightness of 2800 

lumens white light output 

and 2800 lumens color light 

output. the lamp is an eLPLP88 

with an acclaimed lamp life of 

over 10,000 hours under eco 

mode. Located at the back is a 

plethora of connectivity options: 

one D-Sub 15-pin, composite, 

S-Video, one HDMi port, one 

uSB type-A, one uSB type-B, 

and optional wireless support. 

it has a WuXGA resolution of up 

to 1920 x 1200 and can adjust 

with an aspect ratio of either 

4:3 or 16:9. Zoom and freeze 

options are available, as well.

      Out of the box, it comes 

with a carrying bag, VGA cable, 

a power cable, and remote 

with pointer capabilities that is 

We must say that based on our 

experience, the picture coming 

out of the projector is quite 

bright even in a well-lit room.

      in order to experience the full 

capabilities of the projector, we 

turned off the lights for a more 

engaging experience. We did not 

expect much since the eB-X04 

is a value-oriented product, but 

we were surprised at how well 

it performed. colors were vivid 

and the contrast settings were 

just right so that one can still 

identify minute differences in 

color. Whites are actually white 

instead of having a yellowish 

hue, but the blacks were so 

bright that in dark scenes, they 

were a bit distracting from the 

action happening in the scene.

      taking all our experiences 

into consideration, if you are 

looking for a budget projector 

for your office or school that 

will not bleed your wallet dry, 

the epson eB-X04 is an option 

that is worth looking into.

by Chester Labaco

aT a glance

Resolution 
WuXGA

Bulb Type 
eLPLP88

Brightness 
2800 lumens 

Video connectivity
1x D-Sub, composite,
S-Video, 1x HDMi

Price 
PhP 26,490

cOnclusIOn

8.0/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

located at the front of the eB-X04 
is an extendable foot for quick and 
easy height adjustments.
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cOnclusIOn

Taking all our 
experiences into 
consideration, if 
you are looking 
for a budget 
projector for 
general use that 
will not bleed 
your wallet dry, 
the eB-X04 is an 
option worth 
looking into.



cOnclusIOn

Thanks to the 
aOc g2460Pg’s 
144Hz refresh 
rate, 1ms 
response time, 
and g-sync 
module, any 
gamer can 
enjoy gaming 
free of stutter 
and screen 
tearing.

aoc G2460pG 
FrEEDoM FroM scrEEn TEAring

      the G2460PG has a maximum 

resolution of 1920 x 1080, a 1ms 

response time, and is housed in 

a matte black frame. the bezels 

at the top and side only measure 

half an inch. the bottom bezel 

is adorned with a strip of green 

trim and accommodates four 

function buttons that are used 

to navigate the OSD. two of the 

function buttons are used to 

enable and customize the Dial 

Point Gaming crosshair. the 

remaining two buttons are used 

to enable the ultra-Low Motion 

Blur (uLMB) technology and to 

open the OSD. the stand comes 

with swivel and pivot functions, 

as well as a clip-on bracket for 

cable management. Located at 

the back are one DisplayPort 1.2 

port and three uSB 3.0 ports (one 

upstream, two downstreams).

      Picture settings come with 

five presets: Normal, Warm, 

cool, srGB, and user. contrast, 

Brightness, Gamma, and separate 

sliders for red, Green, and Blue 

are available, so you can fine-

tune the display settings to your 

Joining the ranks of ASuS, 

Acer, and BenQ, AOc has entered 

the G-Sync monitor market with 

the G2460PG. Like most current 

G-Sync monitors, it comes 

equipped with a 24-inch twisted-

Nematic (tN) panel with a refresh 

rate of 144Hz. NViDiA’s G-Sync 

technology is there to eliminate 

screen tearing and stutter for  

AOc’s gaming-oriented monitor.

      NViDiA developed G-Sync 

to remove screen tearing and 

stutter from gaming. Screen 

tearing happens when the GPu 

is not in sync with the monitor, 

making the display show multiple 

frames in a single refresh cycle. 

Screen tearing can usually be 

mitigated by V-Sync. it works 

by making the GPu wait for the 

display to refresh before sending 

new frames to the monitor. this 

introduces, however, increased 

input lag and stuttering. NViDiA’s 

G-Sync technology allows the 

refresh rate of the monitor to 

follow the frame rate output 

of the GPu to remove screen 

tearing, input lag, and stuttering.

preference if the five built-in 

presets are not working for you.

      to test the AOc G2460PG, 

we connected it to a GtX 960 

with the included DisplayPort 

cable to fully utilize G-Sync. We 

fired up counter-Strike: Global 

Offensive and Starcraft 2 to 

see if the panel would keep 

up with the fast-paced action. 

Based on our experience, we 

were unable to detect neither 

stutter nor screen tearing 

while playing. this is extremely 

important in the twitch-based 

combat of Global Offensive 

and in the intensive micro and 

macro of Starcraft 2 matches.

      thanks to its 144Hz refresh 

rate, 1ms response time, and 

G-Sync module, any gamer can 

enjoy gaming free of stutter and 

screen tearing. Be it first-person 

shooters, real-time strategy, 

or any other intensive games, 

once you experience a 144Hz, 

G-Sync-compatible monitor like 

this one, there is no turning back.

by chester Labaco

aT a glance

Display Type 
24-inch tN

Resolution 
1920 x 1080 

aspect Ratio
16:9

Refresh Rate 
144Hz

Price 
PhP 22,900

The Dial Point gaming crosshair can 
give you an edge in FPs games by 
placing a crosshair in the middle.

9.0/10
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asus GeForce Gtx 980 
ti poseidon platinum
Air AnD wATEr cooling AT your DisPosAl

connect it to your liquid cooling 

reservoir for additional cooling. 

      the card measures 287mm 

long, and is powered by two 

8-pin Pcie connector located 

at the side of the card. the 

Poseidon has two standard 

G1/4-inch threaded water cooling 

ports at its side. At the back are 

three DisplayPort 1.2 ports, one 

DVi-i, and one HDMi 2.0 port.

      in order to test the Poseidon, 

we connected it to our test 

bench, which consisted of an 

intel core i7-4960X, Gigabyte 

X79-uD7, ADAtA SP920SS 256GB 

SSD, 8GB 1866MHz DDr3, and 

Windows 7 ultimate 64-bit SP1.

      We ran several benchmarks 

to test the Poseidon. For 

synthetic benchmarks, we ran 

3DMark 2013. For real-world 

benchmarks, we ran tomb 

raider (2013), Metro Last Light 

redux, and the Witcher 3: 

the Wild Hunt all on 1080p.

      Starting with the synthetic 

benchmarks on 3DMark 2013, 

the Poseidon got a score of 

15528 on Fire Strike, 8065 

the GtX 980 ti is practically 

a beast in terms of gaming and 

graphics processing. essentially 

being a cut-down version of 

the titan X, it brings monstrous 

performance to a somewhat 

more manageable price.

      the ASuS GeForce GtX 980 

ti Poseidon Platinum, like most 

GtX 980 ti versions, comes with 

a GM200 core that moves data 

across a 384-bit bus to 6GB 

GDDr5 of VrAM with a memory 

clock of 7010Mhz. it has 2816 

cuDA cores and 176 texture 

units, while retaining the titan 

X’s 96 rOPs. the Poseidon has a 

GPu Base clock of 1114MHz and 

a GPu Boost clock of 1203MHz.

      What sets the ASuS GeForce 

GtX 980 ti Poseidon Platinum 

apart from previous versions of 

the GtX 980 ti is that it sports a 

hybrid cooling GPu that features 

the Directcu H20, which has 

two dust-proof fans, three heat 

pipes, a large heat sink, and a 

built-in water block. this means 

that, out of the box, you can 

use the fans for air cooling and 

on Fire Strike extreme, and 

4178 on Fire Strike ultra. 

      With tomb raider (2013), 

the settings were turned up 

to ultimate. We achieved a 

minimum of 106fps and a 

maximum of 144fps with an 

average of 135.5fps. Next up 

is Metro Last Light redux. All 

the settings were turned up 

to the highest options. We got 

a minimum of 27.51fps and a 

maximum of 149.75fps with 

an average of 71.28fps. Last up 

is the Witcher 3. All graphical 

options were set to ultra except 

HairWorks, which was turned 

off. it yielded a minimum of 

58fps and a maximum of 80fps.

      the ASuS GeForce GtX 980 ti 

Poseidon Platinum does not only 

offer herculean performance, 

but it also gives you options 

between air and water cooling. 

if you have the means to get the 

Poseidon, be sure to do so, as 

it will definitely give the needed 

power for all your needs.

by Chester Labaco

aT a glance

gPu 
GM200

gPu clock 
Base: 1114MHz
Boost: 1203MHz 

memory
6GB GDDr5

connectivity 
DVi-i, HDMi 2.0,
3x DisplayPort 1.2

Price 
PhP 40,520

cOnclusIOn

not only does 
the asus 
geForce gTX 
980 Ti Poseidon 
Platinum offer 
herculean 
performance 
for the price, it 
also gives you 
options between 
air and water 
cooling.

9.0/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

The asus ROg gTX 980 Ti Poseidon 
Platinum has 2 standard g1/4 water 
cooling ports located at the side.
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aT a glance

Type 
Bluetooth Speaker

connectivity
Bluetooth 4.0, micro-uSB, 
3.5mm AuX

Dimensions
98.3 x 99.3 x 98.5mm

Price
PhP 2,650

Genius sp-925Bt 
360-DEgrEE sounD

8.0/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

Genius has actually engineered 

it meticulously to fit it with 

50mm drivers and a subwoofer 

for extra bass projection. the 

subwoofer is located at the 

bottom, just before the gap, 

to resonate the bass better.

      it features Bluetooth 4.0 

connectivity and dual-stereo 

pairing to amplify the audio from 

a smartphone or a tablet when 

listening to music or watching 

a movie. testing it out with a 

smartphone, it paired instantly 

and seamlessly. even with the 

phone taken a few meters 

away from the speaker, the 

pairing remained and audio was 

augmented properly. Music was 

audible and quality was good.

      this speaker has a built-

in battery so you can use it 

even outdoors. When charged 

fully, it lasts for three to four 

hours on playback. to charge 

it, simply link the micro-uSB 

connector to a power source.

      the Genius SP-925Bt is 

a convenient speaker that 

you can use for an enhanced 

audio experience on the go. 

its compact size makes it easy 

to bring with you anywhere to 

enjoy stunningly clear sound.

by Katrina D. Canlas

Arriving in a raised cube form 

factor, the Genius SP-925Bt is a 

portable Bluetooth speaker that 

reproduces sound on two sides. it 

is known to deliver a 360-degree 

audio experience, which 

amps up your audio listening 

compared when you merely use 

traditional front-facing speakers.

      this speaker has a plain 

and straightforward design that 

can easily fit anywhere. clad 

in black, its body is encased in 

hard plastic, which still feels 

durable. the power, next, back, 

and volume buttons are located 

on the top part of the speaker, 

while the auxiliary and micro-

uSB ports are located at the 

back. A small hole serves as the 

microphone for this speaker, 

allowing hands-free calls.

      On the outside, it may look 

like your average speaker, but 

aT a glance

Os 
Android 4.4.2 KitKat

Display 
5.5-inch iPS LcD 
(960 x 540) 

Processor
Mediatek Mt6582

Price 
PhP 5,999

happy mobile 
magic touch
bAck To bAsics

7.0/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

to corner with just one hand.

      inside the device is a 

1.3GHz quad-core cPu, which 

is a bit laggy. it choked several 

times when multitasking, 

especially with graphics-heavy 

apps. Despite the heavier 

instances, it still functioned 

well when simply messaging 

and browsing. With moderate 

use, its 2200mAh battery lasted 

almost a day on a single charge. 

      it carries a 13-megapixel 

rear shooter that captures clear 

and bright images. even the 

quality of images taken indoors 

is quite good. However, loading 

the camera app has noticeable 

delay. Also, when used for quite 

some time, the camera app tends 

to be less responsive. A quick 

workaround is to restart it.

      With what the Magic 

touch offers, it appears that 

Happy Mobile has a lot of 

ground to cover. Let’s see 

what improvements its 

future devices may bring.

by Katrina D. Canlas

Happy Mobile is a new 

player in the local smartphone 

scene. Known for its entry-level 

devices, its latest offering is the 

Magic Series composed of three 

Android smartphones, namely 

the Magic touch, Magic Pro, 

and Magic. in this quick review, 

we take a look at the top-tier 

in the lot, the Magic touch.

      this 5.5-inch smartphone 

offers ample real estate when 

it comes to multimedia use and 

gaming. its qHD display provides 

clear text and images, as well as 

vibrant colors, which makes using 

it enjoyable. it may be a bit huge, 

but it handles well. However, 

for users with smaller hands, 

its size and thickness make it a 

challenge to reach from corner 

T e s T
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aT a glance

Type 
Bluetooth Headphones

Frequency Response
50 - 20000Hz

colors 
Green, Blue

Price
inquire

plantronics
BackBeat Fit
A FiTnEss EnThusiAsT’s MusT-hAvE

8.5/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

our bodies. When we saw the 

BackBeat Fit, we knew that we 

finally found a solution to our 

problem. We already reviewed 

a few sports headphones 

before, but this one looks more 

lightweight and durable.

      We went running using this 

pair of sweatproof wireless 

headphones. Bluetooth pairing 

was easy; there’s a female voice 

that will inform you if you’re 

connected or disconnected, or 

when the volume is at maximum 

or minimum, so you won’t 

have to double-check on your 

phone. We like the fit, and it felt 

comfortable on our ears. there’s 

this weird cord, however, that 

sorts of hangs loose on our 

back, and it felt quite annoying 

at some point during our run.

      Overall, we felt like the 

Plantronics BackBeat Fit is 

a suitable addition to one’s 

fitness arsenal. in terms of 

audio quality, it definitely knows 

how to properly deliver.

by Ashley Lucas

Lightweight, easy to use, 

and provides premium sound, 

the Plantronics BackBeat 

Fit is a cool pair of sports 

headphones that fitness 

enthusiasts will surely enjoy.

      We’re not sure if the majority 

of fitness enthusiasts experience 

this whenever they work out with 

regular headphones, but in our 

own experience, when we use 

regular headphones that are not 

waterproof or sweatproof, we 

always encounter electrocution. 

the current may not be that high, 

but there is still this weird zing 

that we feel and don’t appreciate.

      using regular headphones 

during workouts felt like we 

were generously inviting 

electric current to flow into 

aT a glance

Type 
Action camera

Display
2-inch HD tFt

Resolution
1080p (30fps),
720p (30fps or 60fps)

Price
inquire

active eye pro-30 
AFForDAblE AcTion cAMErA

7.5/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

and OK buttons. these buttons 

will aid you when choosing 

image and video resolutions 

and allow you to choose from 

car, Video, and JPG modes. 

it also comes with several 

mounting accessories, such 

as a waterproof case, helmet 

mount, shield, remote control, 

and handlebar seatpost mount.

      using the waterproof case 

to protect the Pro-30 and a 

selfie stick, we recorded videos 

using different resolutions in 

different circumstances. Set at 

the highest video resolution, 

which is 1080p at 30fps, the 

videos we recorded appeared 

great with vivid details; color 

accuracy was a little off, though. 

Meanwhile, the shots we took at 

12 megapixels had this strange 

color to them as well, but, 

overall, they were acceptable.

      the Active eye Pro-30 proves 

to be a good substitute if you 

want to get into action at a low 

cost, because recording your 

adventures doesn’t always 

need to be pricey. You must 

take note, though, that there 

might be some missed shots 

and unwanted results that you 

may encounter in the long run.

by Ashley Lucas

When the Active eye 

Pro-30 arrived in our lab, we 

thought we were looking at an 

entry-level GoPro. the boxy-

type design made them look 

almost identical, although a 

closer inspection revealed how 

different they actually are.

      Generally, GoPros have 

this compact and tough look 

to them, but the Active eye 

action camera we have looks 

lightweight and not that strong, 

easily giving away its affordability. 

it’s a good thing that it’s budget-

friendly, although it made us 

a little worried about how it 

would perform and deliver.

      the Active eye Pro-30 flaunts 

a 2-inch HD tFt display that gives 

you a preview of your recorded 

actions. On the right side of the 

display is the menu button, and 

on top are the power, mode, 
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F e a T u R e

With her sweet, innocent-looking face that 

anyone can relate to, Suzy Bae is now 

ready to make a bold statement and reach 

out to all tech-savvy millennials!

NATIONAL 

SWEETHEART
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Born in the northern part of the city of 

Gwangju in South Korea, Bae Su-ji or Suzy 

has come a long way in terms of success 

and talent. if you love Korean Pop (K-Pop) or 

Korean Drama, you’ve most likely heard of 

this 21-year-old sweetheart who continues to 

captivate massive crowds in Southeast Asia 

with her talent and charisma.

      Suzy has gained huge popularity due to 

her acting and singing skills. in 2009, Suzy 

entered a talent show contest; unfortunately, 

she was eliminated after the preliminary 

round. undeterred and determined to find 

her big break, she joined the K-pop girl group 

Miss A after a year. Soon, she started hosting 

several shows and events. Later on, she made 

her acting debut, and since then has done 

numerous tV projects and films that pushed 

her to become the “national sweetheart” of 

South Korea.

      this year, Suzy has been signed as the 

newest Southeast Asian ambassador for the 

new PHAB line under the technology company 

Lenovo. Bringing with her the popularity that 

sees no boundaries, Suzy traveled more than 

a thousand miles to the Philippines to share 

her fabulous life and meet her Filipino fans. 

With her sweet, innocent-looking face that 

anyone can relate to, we’re absolutely certain 

that Lenovo has picked the right person to 

make a bold statement and promote its brand.
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For the first time, an excited Suzy got to see her 

supportive fans in the Philippines during the launch 

of Lenovo’s latest smartphone, the PHAB Plus. 

representing the youth, the singer and actress, who has 

won numerous singing and acting awards both local and 

international, is now ready to reach out to all tech-savvy 

millennials who crave to find the perfect device that will 

suit their busy and active lifestyle.

      Suzy is one of the first few people who got to try out 

the latest PHAB Plus. Asked how she feels about being 

the Southeast Asian ambassador for the new Lenovo 

PHAB line, Suzy revealed that she loves it and is “very 

happy” about it, particularly that she is now part of an 

“exciting brand” that is popular among millennials.

      For someone who works under the limelight, always 

moves in front of the camera, and travels a lot, Suzy 

believes that the PHAB Plus perfectly suits her lifestyle.

      According to Suzy, she uses the PHAB Plus to “play 

games, review videos, read the news, and catch up with 

family and friends.” Since it functions both as a phone 

and a tablet, the young singer and actress shared that 

it keeps her from having to bring many devices all the 

time. 

      What features does Suzy like the most about the 

new PHAB phone? According to her, it “packs all the fun 

and cool features of a phone and tablet,” and the HWM 

team definitely agrees with her.

      From a simple girl who started her career in 

modeling for online shopping catalogs, Suzy is now 

ready to make the next big step. After finding success in 

her homeland and across different countries, she is now 

here in our country to make a bold statement and reach 

out to all tech-savvy millennials.

      Suzy thinks that Filipinos “are very warm and 

hospitable.” We, in return, couldn’t help but gush about 

her beauty and sweet personality. With this in mind, we 

certainly believe that she is the right ambassador who 

millennials can easily relate to.

“

“

Hello, Filipino fans! 
Thank you so much 
for your love and 
support. Though 
I can’t see you 
frequently, I will use all 
the love that you have 
given me to do better 
and to never stand still 
on my achievements.
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Clash of the  
megapixel 
monsters
today’s full-frame DSLrs are pushing the limits of what was 
previously thought possible on a 35mm format digital sensor with 
resolution numbers on par with Medium format digital backs. We put 
these three top cameras to the test. 
text by Marcus Wong
Photography by Zaphs Zhang
Art Direction by Ken Koh           
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T e s T  -  HIgH megaPIXel cameRa sHOOTOuT

vs
CANON EOS 5DS R

•
NIkON D810

 •
SONy A7R II





When canon announced the release of the 5DS, it came 

in two versions, the eOS 5DS and 

the eOS 5DS r, the latter being one without a 

low-pass filter for optimum resolving power. the 

headlining feature for both cameras is, of course, a 

new 50-megapixel sensor, which 

essentially puts medium format-level 

resolving capabilities in a 35mm 

format DSLr. 

      compared to the Nikon D810 and 

the Sony A7r ii, the eOS 5DS r feels 

a bit more solidly built, but is actually 

slightly lighter and smaller overall 

than the D810. the interface will be 

very familiar to canon users, and 

while a little less intuitive than both 

the D810 and A7r ii due to the extra 

number of presses needed, offers the 

handy Q menu that lets you easily 

adjust all the main settings. 

      canon has included “M-rAW” and “S-rAW” capture 

formats that essentially give you a down-sampled 

version of what’s captured by the camera. However, 

it doesn’t seem as though shooting in these formats 

speeds up the camera in any way. the top continuous 

shooting frame rate remains at 5.0fps regardless, so 

there doesn’t seem to be an advantage to shooting 

in either of the smaller rAW versions, other than the 

fact that you’ll gain more storage space on your card if 

needed.  

      the Auto iSO function is now 

similar to what’s in the 7D Mark 

ii, so you can pre-set a minimum 

shutter speed to allow before the 

iSO is increased, or set it to Auto and 

bias the selection to pick a faster (or 

slower speed). the camera uses the 

1/focal length formula for choosing 

shutter speeds, so we’d recommend 

adjusting that in the settings if you go 

with Auto.  

       You’ll also find a slightly different 

slew of connectors from the previous 

5D Mark iii, as the 5DS r gains a uSB 

3.0 port at the expense of a headphone socket. this 

probably affects movie makers more, but you do gain 

the ability to take time-lapse movies, thanks to the 

implementation of an intervalometer. 

aT a glance

sensor 
35mm full-frame cMOS

Resolution 
50.6 megapixels

Dimensions 
152.0 x116.4 x 76.4mm

Weight (w/ batteries)
930g

Price
PhP 167,998 (Body only)

all the connectivity ports are hidden 
behind two rubber flaps.

The m-Fn button can be a little 
difficult to reach without looking.

The familiar mode dial is found over 
the power switch.
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simply the most 

resolution you can get 
from a 35mm sensor. 

lacks a headphone 
socket for audio 

monitoring during video 
recording.

T e s T  -  HIgH megaPIXel cameRa sHOOTOuT

canon eos 5Ds r



A year after its release, the Nikon D810 offers no real 

surprises by now, but remains very much a steady 

performer by which the mark for high-megapixel 

photography in 35mm DSLrs was once set. We’re 

somewhat surprised to see that it’s now one of the 

larger contenders in this category – 

and for that note, the heaviest – as 

the camera itself never stood out for 

its size. What it did stand out for was 

the fact that it was the first full-frame 

Nikon DSLr to ship without an optical 

low pass filter (OLPF) for optimum 

resolving power.

      it retains the excellent layout 

from the D800/D800e before it, which 

means you can change most settings 

by holding down a single button and 

turning the control dial. Not having to 

dive into menus certainly helps, but 

we do wish Nikon made more use of the “i” menu, as 

it doesn’t seem as though there is a way to customize 

the functions selectable. 

      One thing that is greatly improved from the D800/

D800e is the new mechanical shutter and balancer that 

control the shutter. Where the old models were fairly 

prone to shake from shutter slap at lower speeds, the 

D810’s shutter feels noticeably quieter and gentler. 

there’s a nice deep handgrip, and all the ports are 

individually covered by rubber flaps for better weather 

protection.

      On the software front, the D810 

implements a new Split-Screen 

Display zoom function that lets you 

simultaneously view two points 

in a split screen, allowing you to 

accurately level the camera. it also 

gained the group-area AF mode from 

the D4S before it, letting you use 

five focus points simultaneously to 

quickly determine focus.

      You could say that the D810 is 

Nikon’s most serious attempt at 

incorporating video to date, as they 

added stereo microphones, a power aperture function 

to change aperture without interrupting video, and 

features like Zebra display in Live View. they also shifted 

the mode button further away from the record button, 

making it easier to access. 

aT a glance

sensor 
35mm full-frame cMOS

Resolution 
36.3 megapixels

Dimensions 
146.0 x123.0 x 81.5mm 

Weight (w/ batteries)
980g

Price
PhP 151,000 (Body only)

each port is hidden between a 
dedicated flap.

The i button draws up the menu to 
change some basic settings.

each of the main functions are 
assigned to a shortcut key.
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new shutter is a nice 
improvement, giving 

better damping. 

imaging processor 
seems slower compared 

to the others.  

nikon D810



the A7r ii follows after the original A7r with a 

newer high-resolution 42.4MP sensor, and a 5-axis 

image stabilization built into the camera body. that 

new sensor makes the A7r ii the highest-resolution 

mirrorless system camera on the market and effectively 

lets it leapfrog over the D810 for 

second place in the resolution race.

      Having probably the largest 

backside illuminated (BSi) cMOS 

sensor in the market, the A7r ii 

gains much improved high iSO 

performance that simply goes 

beyond the competition. Where the 

A7r could only go up to iSO 25600, 

the A7r ii now boasts the ability to 

boost up to iSO 102400.

      compare this to the Nikon D810A 

and the canon eOS 5DS, which only 

go up to 51200 and 12800 (after 

boost), respectively, and you certainly 

have to admit that Sony has probably made a smart 

decision in not trying to push the numbers as far as 

resolution goes.

      the A7r ii gains the same handling improvements 

as the A7 ii, with a deeper handgrip and the slight 

change to the control dial layout, allowing for better 

placement of the shutter button and the inclusion 

of more custom function buttons. these seemingly 

small changes really made a difference to the overall 

handling, as we were able to get the 

camera more stable without having 

to fumble for the shutter button. 

Another welcome change would be 

the new electronic viewfinder, which 

gives a magnification of 0.78x – the 

highest of any full-frame camera in 

the market at present. 

      On the video front, the A7r ii 

also gets an upgrade, now being 

able to record 4K (3840 x 2160 

resolution) video internally. No iSO 

limits have been placed on video 

recording either, so you can go up to 

the camera’s max iSO 102400 and 

still have the benefit of 5-axis stabilization with any 

lens. Match that with the improved autofocus system 

that’s sensitive from eV-2 to eV20 and you have a highly 

versatile camera for both stills and video.

aT a glance

sensor 
35mm full-frame  
exmor r cMOS

Resolution 
42.4 megapixels

Dimensions 
126.9 x 95.7 x 60.3mm

Weight (w/ batteries)
625g

Price
PhP 154,999 (Body only)

We still think the record button is 
still a little hard to access.

There’s a lock button on the mode 
dial for changing modes.

The Fn button brings up a handy 
menu for quick changes to settings.
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in-body stabilization 

gives greater flexibility 
when using the camera 

handheld.  

lots of color noise 
above iso 6400. 

recording.

T e s T  -  HIgH megaPIXel cameRa sHOOTOuT

sony a7r ii
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T e s T  -  Image QualITY & PeRFORmance

The texture of the underlying wall is clearly visible in the image captured by the 5Ds R.

IsO 6400 is the highest we’d go with this camera after sharpening.

canon eos 5Ds r

We must admit that coming into this shootout, we 

expected the eOS 5DS r to be the most sluggish 

camera of the lot, given the sheer amount of data it 

would have to move per shot. to our pleasant surprise, 

that wasn’t the case at all. the rated continuous 

shooting rate for the 5DS r is five frames, which is 

actually quite an impressive achievement. Despite 

having to move about 50 megapixels with every shot, 

the camera was fairly responsive, and the buffer 

for continuous shooting certainly seemed adequate 

for most types of photography. canon has listed its 

shooting performance as 31 frames on JPeG Large/Fine 

and 12 frames on rAW, which are certainly serviceable 

numbers. Autofocus was also generally fast and 

accurate even in low-light situations, and the amount 

of detail you got in every shot was certainly the most 

we’ve seen from any 35mm-format DSLr.



T e s T  -  Image QualITY & PeRFORmance
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Despite having the lowest megapixel count, there’s still plenty of detail in the D810’s images.

The highest we’d push the D810’s sensor up to is 12800, and that’s with sharpening in post.

Despite having the least number of focusing points 

in the group, we thought the D810 did a great job of 

keeping up with the competition, getting focus quickly 

and accurately. Handling-wise, we think the D810 

might be the best of the group. However, we must 

say it appears the D810’s image processing system 

is starting to show its age when compared to the 

other two, as it felt the camera took the longest time 

processing between shots. When you compare the 

images from the 5DS r and those from the D810 at 

100%, the difference in detail is certainly noticeable, 

but that’s more to the credit of the newer sensors, as 

it wasn’t too long ago that we were saying the same 

about the D810’s sensor. As with before, the D810 

turns in images with good color balance and sharpness 

and so there’s little correction needed after the shot.

nikon D810
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The a7R II’s images have a slight tinge of blue compared to the others.

If you absolutely must, the a7R II will get you night shots that the others can’t, at the cost of an 
abundance of color noise. We’d stop at around IsO 12800.

the A7r ii’s autofocus (AF) system is much improved, 

with on-sensor phase detection for faster AF 

performance and a total of 399 phase-detect autofocus 

points spread across the frame. Needless to say, the AF 

performance was right up there with the rest, and the 

camera itself was certainly a speedy performer. One 

thing we did notice was that in very bright daylight, 

the electronic viewfinder seemed to be a bit lacking 

compared to the traditional optical viewfinders on 

the other two in terms of the brightness and contrast 

needed to reflect the details in the scene accurately. in 

terms of resolution, though, we’d say the A7r ii is right 

up there with the 5DS r, with the 5-axis stabilization 

coming in handy at slower shutter speeds. One thing 

we did notice, however, is that the camera seemed to 

turn in images that were slightly bluish, meaning you’ll 

have to apply a bit of color correction to be accurate.

sony a7r ii
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T e s T  -  sPecIFIcaTIOns

mODel

eFFecTIVe PIXels

sensOR

sensOR sIZe

FOcal lengTH 

mulTIPlIeR

mOunT

numBeR OF FOcus 

POInTs

IsO 

sensITIVITY

maX cOnTInuOus FRame 

RaTe

maXImum sHuTTeR sPeeD

maX BuRsT

maX mOVIe ResOluTIOn

mOnITOR

WeIgHT (Inc. BaTTeRIes)

sIZe

PRIce

nIKOn D810

Nikon 

1.0x

35mm full-frame cMOS

35.9 x 24.0mm

36.3 megapixels

64-12800 
(expandable to 32-51200)

51 (15 cross-type)

1/8000

5fps

-

1920 x 1080, 60fps

3.2” tFt LcD
Approx. 1.23 million dots 

 146.0 x 123.0 x 81.5mm

980g

PhP 151,000 (Body only)

canOn eOs 5Ds R

canon

1.0x

35mm full-frame cMOS 

36.0 x 24.0mm

50.6 megapixels

100-6400
(expandable to 50-12800)

61 (41 cross-type)

1/8000

5fps

JPeG Fine: 31 shots 
(for approx. 510 shots)

raw: 12 shots 
(for approx. 14 shots)

1920 x 1080, 29.97fps

3.2” tFt LcD,
Approx. 1.04 million dots

152.0 x 116.4 x 76.4mm

930g

PhP 167,998 (Body only)

sOnY a7R II

Sony 

1.0x

35mm full-frame  
exmor r cMOS

35.9 x 24.0mm

42.4 megapixels

100-25600
(expandable to 50-102400)

399 phase-detect AF 
(25 contrast-detect AF)

 

1/8000

5fps

JPeG extra fine L: 24 frames
rAW: 23 frames

3840 x 2160, 30fps

3.0” tFt LcD
Approx. 1.23 million dots 

126.9 x 95.7 x 60.3mm

625g

PhP 154,999 (Body only)
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TesT

Best
perFormance

sony a7r ii
all three of these cameras are absolute workhorses that will 

produce images with more than enough detail for a professional 

photographer, and all have proven to be very capable tools for a 

variety of situations. Where the a7R II stands out then is in the 

overall performance and greater suite of video capabilities. It 

certainly out-resolves the nikon D810, while not lagging too far 

behind the canon 5Ds R. While our tests show that the actual 

usable IsO sensitivity for the camera hovers at IsO 6400 due to 

the abundance of color noise that appears, it isn’t any worse off 

than the rest. What gives it an edge in terms of real-world imaging 

capabilities and practicality is its 5-axis in-body stabilization and 

the ability to record 4K video in-camera with a host of dedicated 

video functions. 

And ThE BEST high-
RESoLUTion cAmERA iS...
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T e s T  -  nVIDIa geFORce gTX 950 sHOOTOuT

vs
ASUS STRIX GEFORCE 

GTX 950
•

GIGAByTE GEFORCE GTX 
950 XTREME GAMING

 •
MSI GEFORCE GTX 950 

GAMING 2G



moBa 
Warriors 
these budget-oriented graphics cards are 
designed for players of competitive multiplayer 
online battle arena games like Dota 2 and League 
of Legends. they all offer great bang for your 
buck, but which will help your Shadow fiend reap 
the most numbers of souls on the battlefield?
text by Koh Wanzi
Photography by Veronica tay + Angela Guo  
Art Direction by ian chong           
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the ASuS Strix GeForce GtX 950 is a familiar sight, 

with a similar design aesthetic as other Strix-

branded cards we’ve reviewed. At 220mm long, it 

is also the most compact card of the lot, so that’s 

something going in its favor if you are going to be 

building an ultra-compact mini-itX system.

      it ships out of the box in 

Oc mode, with a base clock of 

1165MHz and boost clock of 

1355MHz. the card’s Gaming mode 

comes with slightly less aggressive 

clock speeds, with a more modest 

1140MHz base clock and 1329MHz 

boost clock. 

      cooling is handled by the 

dual-fan Directcu ii cooler, instead 

of the newer triple-fan Directcu 

iii. the decision to use the older 

cooler was probably motivated by 

the shorter PcB of the GeForce GtX 

950 and lesser need for aggressive 

cooling. Still, the cooler is no lightweight, and two 

thick 10mm heatpipes help to channel heat away 

from the GPu die. 

      the fans utilize the wing-blade design for 

reportedly better airflow and static pressure, and 

are also able to stop spinning entirely under low 

loads, keeping noise to a minimum. this feature has 

become a staple on modern graphics cards, and is 

now so commonplace that its absence would be 

more remarkable than its inclusion even on a budget 

card like the GeForce GtX 950. 

      When it comes to display connectors, ASuS has 

actually diverged from the reference specifications. 

it has cut down on the number 

of DisplayPort connectors, and 

instead implemented only two DVi 

ports (one DVi-i, one DVi-D), one 

HDMi port, and just one DisplayPort 

connector. Frankly, no one’s going 

to be running multiple DisplayPort 

monitors off this card, so there’s no 

real loss here. 

      Power is delivered via a single 

6-pin Pcie connector, the same as 

the reference specification. Despite 

being based on the same GM206 

GPu as the GeForce GtX 960 – 

albeit a cut-down version with 

disabled SMMs and 25% fewer cuDA cores – the 

card has a lower thermal Design Power (tDP) of just 

90 watts that should be supplied quite happily by a 

small 350-watt power supply. 

      the card also does not have a metal backplate, 

likely another cost-saving measure to help it appeal 

to more budget-conscious gamers.

aT a glance

gPu Transistors 
2.94 billion

core clock 
1165MHz 

memory 
2GB GDDr5

memory clock (DDR)
6612MHz

Price
PhP 9,670

Two thick 10mm heatpipes channel 
heat directly away from the gPu die.

The card features an extra DVI-D port 
compared to its competitors.

The semi-passive fans can power 
down entirely during low loads.
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exceedingly 

 compact size  
good for ultra-

compact builds.

runs the hottest  
out of all three 

 cards.

T e s T  -  nVIDIa geFORce gTX 950 sHOOTOuT

asus strix GeForce Gtx 950



this card is the first graphics card from Gigabyte to 

bear the Xtreme Gaming branding, and it represents 

a departure from the slew of WindForce-branded 

cards that we’ve been reviewing so far.

      the new Xtreme Gaming series of cards are 

designed for better overclocking performance, and 

are manufactured using Gigabyte’s 

GPu Gauntlet Sorting technology 

to cherry-pick chips for better 

power efficiency and overclocking 

capability. As we’ll see later in the 

results section, there just might be 

something to this, as the Gigabyte 

card was able to achieve the 

highest overclocks out of all three 

tested cards. it is also the highest 

clocked card of the lot, with a base 

clock of 1203MHz and boost clock 

of 1405MHz.

      However, it still uses the 

dual-fan WindForce cooler, although the cooling 

shroud now features accents of silver instead of 

a stealthy all-black design. Other similarities with 

previous WindForce-branded cards include the 

fans, which still feature a triangular protrusion and 

raised striations to increase airflow and, according 

to Gigabyte, better direct air through the fan. it goes 

without saying that these are also semi-passive fans 

that can stop spinning entirely during low loads.

      Around the side of the card, an LeD-illuminated 

WindForce logo can be customized from up to seven 

different colors via Gigabyte’s Oc Guru ii utility. the 

logo is flanked by two LeD-backlit “Silent” and “Stop” 

indicators, both of which will light up when the fans 

stop spinning. 

      When it comes to display 

connectors, the card has gone with 

the reference specification, with 

three DisplayPort connectors, one 

DVi-i port, and one HDMi output.

Power is supplied via a single 8-pin 

Pcie connector, the only card in 

our shootout to require more than 

a 6-pin connector. this is probably 

intended to bolster the card’s 

overclocking capabilities. 

      Finally, the card is equipped 

with a brushed metal backplate 

with four industrial-looking screws at the center that 

we quite like. Again, the Gigabyte card distinguishes 

itself as the only card in our lineup to feature a 

backplate. We were actually pleasantly surprised to 

find a backplate on a budget card like this one, and 

it’s nice to see certain premium features finding 

their way onto more affordable cards such as the 

GeForce GtX 950.

aT a glance

gPu Transistors 
2.94 billion

core clock 
1203MHz 

memory 
2GB GDDr5

memory clock (DDR)
7000MHz

Price
uS$ 179.99

unlike the asus and msI cards, 
it is powered by an 8-pin instead of a 
6-pin power connector.

The card is the only one in the 
shootout to feature a metal 
backplate.

The fans are similar to those found 
on previous WindForce-branded 
coolers.
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Best performance 

out of the lot.

high clock speeds 
 mean it consumes the  

most power.

GiGaByte GeForce Gtx 950 xtreme GaminG
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the MSi GeForce GtX 950 Gaming 2G is the largest 

card of the lot. At 270 x 137 x 37mm, it is longer and 

wider than both the ASuS and Gigabyte cards.

      these dimensions aren’t going to be a problem 

for most cases, but users who want a cheap build 

with the smallest possible space footprint may find 

themselves more inclined towards 

the smaller offerings. the card’s 

bulk is probably due to MSi’s desire 

to accommodate the two larger 

torx fans, which are a fair bit bigger 

than those of its counterparts. 

      the twin Frozr V cooler on this 

card shares the same red-and-

black design as other cards in MSi’s 

Gaming series. the two torx fans 

can also operate independently 

of each other, giving the card 

finer control over both noise and 

temperature.

      the card ships in Oc mode, with a base clock of 

1127MHz and boost clock of 1317MHz. For less heat 

and noise, users can opt to switch to Gaming mode, 

which has a base clock of 1102MHz and boost clock 

of 1279MHz. Alternatively, there’s also Silent mode, 

which takes the card down to reference speeds with 

a 1026MHz base clock and 1190MHz boost clock. 

As it stands, MSi has the most number of modes for 

users to choose from, and they can toggle between 

all three via the MSi Gaming App. 

      the MSi Gaming dragon insignia on the card’s 

side can also be customized with one of five lighting 

effects – No Animation, Breathing, Flashing, Double 

Flashing, and random – to suit your 

preferences. it’s not much, but it’s 

a nice touch for users who want 

a little control over their card’s 

aesthetics.

      in the way of display 

connectors, the card adheres to 

the reference design with three 

DisplayPort connectors, one DVi-i 

port, and one HDMi output. A single 

6-pin Pcie connector, the same as 

the ASuS card, powers it.

      this card lacks a metal 

backplate. Normally, that wouldn’t be a cause for 

much comment as this is intended to be a budget 

card. But given that Gigabyte has raised the bar 

on budget card features with the backplate on the 

Xtreme Gaming, we couldn’t help but think that the 

MSi card could use a backplate, especially given that 

it is longer and wider than its counterparts and could 

use the extra structural support.

aT a glance

gPu Transistors 
2.94 billion

core clock 
1127MHz 

memory 
2GB GDDr5

memory clock (DDR)
6652MHz

Price
uS$ 159

The cooling shroud sports the same 
red-and-black theme as other cards 
in msI’s gaming series.

The Torx fans on the Twin Frozr 
V cooler are the largest in this 
shootout.

like the asus card, the msI card 
is powered by a single 6-pin PcIe 
connector.

 
Good cooling 
performance.

lowest clock speeds 
among all compared 

cards.

T e s T  -  nVIDIa geFORce gTX 950 sHOOTOuT

msi GeForce Gtx 950 GaminG 2G
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Crysis 3 (Ultra settings, no AA) 
(average FPs, higher is better)

thanks to having the highest clock speeds, the Gigabyte GeForce 

GtX 950 Xtreme Gaming unsurprisingly took the lead in our gaming 

tests. At a resolution of 1920 x 1200 with anti-aliasing turned off, 

the difference between the Gigabyte card and its competitors was 

around five percent. the ASuS and MSi cards actually performed very 

similarly, coming within a frame of each other in all of our tested 

settings.

1920 x 1200

2560 x 1600

35.70
ASUS STRIX GEFORCE GTX 950

22.14

35.58
MSI GEFORCE GTX 950 GAMING 2G

22.10

37.66
GiGaByte GeForce Gtx 950 xtreme GaminG

23.45

Overclocking 
(3D marks, higher is better)

the Gigabyte card again put out the best performance in our 

overclocking tests. We were able to achieve a base clock of 1283MHz, 

which translated to a boost clock of 1485MHz. 

For memory, we were able to push it to an effective clock rate of 

7080MHz, which is fairly impressive, given the already high out-of-

the-box speed of 7000MHz. 

 However, because of the high factory overclocks, the proportional 

gain in performance for the Gigabyte card was less than that for the 

ASuS and MSi cards. in 3DMark Fire Strike, the improvement was just 

under three percent.

Fire strike

Fire strike extreme

Fire strike ultra

6,322
ASUS STRIX GEFORCE GTX 950 (1270MHZ/6772MHZ)

6,366
3,206

1,278

MSI GEFORCE GTX 950 GAMING 2G (1257MHZ/6752MHZ)

3,326

1,307

GiGaByte GeForce Gtx 950 xtreme GaminG (1283mhz/7080mhz)

6,578

3,183
1,190

Temperature
(Degrees celsius, lower is better)

the Gigabyte GeForce GtX 950 Xtreme Gaming continued to impress 

in our temperature tests. After looping 3DMark Fire Strike extreme 

for 15 minutes, we recorded a peak temperature of 62ºc, which was 

the same as the MSi card despite the latter’s considerably lower 

clock speeds. in this case at least, it looks like the larger twin Frozr 

V cooler and torx fans on the MSi card aren’t helping it pull ahead. 

the ASuS card even ran hotter than the Gigabyte card, despite having 

less aggressive clocks.

62
msi GeForce Gtx 950 GaminG 2G

62
GiGaByte GeForce Gtx 950 xtreme GaminG

ASUS STRIX GEFORCE GTX 950

65

gPu core

Power Consumption
(Watts, lower is better)

the Gigabyte GeForce GtX 950 Xtreme Gaming once again topped 

the charts here, but this time to its detriment. its high clock speeds 

meant that it consumed the most power out of all three cards, an 

inevitable trade-off for having better performance. But thanks to 

its milder base and boost clocks, the MSi card consumed the least 

power here, with the ASuS card slotting right in the middle.

Idle @ Windows Desktop

load @ gaming in 3Dmark 13 (Fire strike extreme)

79
ASUS STRIX GEFORCE GTX 950

200

77
GiGaByte GeForce Gtx 950 xtreme GaminG

209

msi GeForce Gtx 950 GaminG 2G

77

195
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T e s T  -  sPecIFIcaTIOns

mODel

sTReam PROcessIng 

unITs

cORe clOcK sPeeD

cORe cODe

gPu TRansIsTOR cOunT

RasTeR OPeRaTOR unITs 

(ROP)

PcI eXPRess InTeRFace

HDcP OuTPuT suPPORT

memORY clOcK sPeeD 

(gDDR5)

PRIce

memORY Bus WIDTH

TeXTuRe maPPIng 

unITs (Tmu)

memORY BanDWIDTH

VIDeO PORTs

memORY

msI geFORce gTX 950 gamIng 2g

GM206

2.94 billion

Oc mode: 1127MHz 
(Boost: 1317MHz)

Gaming mode: 1102MHz 
(Boost: 1279MHz)

Silent mode: 1026MHz 
(Boost: 1190MHz)

768

48

32

2GB GDDr5

6652MHz

128-bit

106.4GB/s 

Pcie v3.0 x16

Dual-link DVi-i, HDMi 2.0, 
3x DisplayPort

Yes 

uS$ 159

gIgaBYTe geFORce gTX 950 
XTReme gamIng

GM206

2.94 billion

1203MHz (Boost: 1405MHz)

768

48

32

2GB GDDr5

7000MHz

128-bit

112.0GB/s 

Pcie v3.0 x16

Dual-link DVi-i, HDMi 2.0, 
3x DisplayPort

Yes 

uS$ 179.99

asus sTRIX geFORce gTX 950

GM206

2.94 billion

Oc mode: 1165MHz (Boost: 
1355MHz)

Gaming mode: 1140 MHz 
(Boost:1329 MHz)

768

48

32

2GB GDDr5

6612MHz

128-bit

105.8GB/s 

Pcie v3.0 x16

Dual-link DVi-i, 
Dual-link DVi-D, HDMi 2.0, 

DisplayPort

Yes 

PhP 9,670
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GiGaByte GeForce Gtx 950 xtreme GaminG
The gigabyte geForce gTX 950 Xtreme gaming is the clear winner here. When it comes to 

comparisons of cards based on the same reference design, performance differences are often 

only in the range of a few frames, which means that things like temperature, overclocking 

performance, and power consumption matter more. The gigabyte leads three out of four of 

our assessment areas, thus handing it the winner’s crown. What’s impressive is a thermal 

performance that manages to rival the msI geForce gTX 950 gaming 2g and beat the asus strix 

geForce gTX 950, both of which are actually clocked lower than the gigabyte.

      as the first card in gigabyte’s Xtreme gaming series, the gigabyte geForce gTX 950 Xtreme 

gaming makes quite a convincing entry onto the scene. Its aggressive factory overclocks, good 

cooling performance, and the inclusion of a metal back plate combine for a winning formula.

And ThE BEST 
gEFoRcE gTX 950 
gRAphicS cARd iS...

TesT

Best
perFormance
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T e s T  -  aFFORDaBle 2-In-1 DeTacHaBle nOTeBOOK sHOOTOuT

Cheap and 
Cheerful 
detaChaBles
equal parts tablet and notebook, 2-in-1 detachable 
notebooks bring together the best of both worlds. 
We pit the latest from Acer, ASUS, and hP to find 
the best on-the-go computing device you can get 
on a modest budget. 
text by Kenny Yeo 
Photography by Vernon Wong 
Art Direction by ian chong           
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vs
ACER SWITCH 10E

•
ASUS TRANSFORMER 

BOOk T100 CHI
•

HP PAVILION X2
 



As you might have guessed from its name, the Acer 

Switch 10e has a 10.1-inch touchscreen display. 

it outputs at a resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels, 

a tad low by today’s pixel-obsessed standards. 

Nevertheless, images and text look sufficiently 

sharp; the biggest problem with the display is how 

glossy and reflective it is.

      the Switch 10e has an 

all-plastic construction and is 

fairly thick, measuring at around 

25.7mm with the keyboard dock 

attached. the tablet display alone 

is around 8mm. this means that 

it is easily the thickest of the trio 

here, and the heaviest, too. With 

the keyboard dock, the Switch 10e 

weighs around 1.28kg, while the 

tablet display on its own is 630g. 

      underneath the proverbial 

hood, the Switch 10e is powered 

by a quad-core Bay trail intel Atom 

Z3735F (1.33GHz, 2MB L2 cache) 

processor, intel HD Graphics, 2GB of rAM, and 64GB 

of eMMc flash storage. 

      the Atom Z3735F is an entry-level Bay trail Atom 

processor, so don’t expect fireworks. its eMMc 

flash storage may be no match for a proper SAtA 

SSD, much less a Pcie-based one, but it is still miles 

quicker than a traditional hard disk drive. And while 

64GB might not sound like much, the good thing 

is that Acer included a 500GB mechanical hard 

disk drive within the keyboard, hence the overall 

thickness of the device. the Switch 10e also has 

a security feature called Acer 

SwitchLock, which automatically 

secures the hard disk in the dock 

whenever the tablet is removed to 

prevent unauthorized access.

      the tablet display itself has 

a single micro-uSB port, mini-

HDMi port, 3.5mm audio jack, and 

microSD card reader for expanding 

storage, while the keyboard dock 

allows for a full-sized uSB port. the 

Switch 10e also supports wireless 

802.11n and speeds of up to 

150Mbps, as well as Bluetooth 4.0.

      in our usage, we found the 

Switch 10e to be bulky, heavy, and 

not as handy as its rivals. On the other hand, the 

large keyboard dock makes up with extra storage 

and keys that actually have room for travel and are 

quite tactile and pleasant to type on. Additionally, 

the trackpad is well sized for a 10.1-inch notebook.

aT a glance

Display 
10.1-inch, 1280 x 800 
resolution

Processor 
intel Atom Z3735F 
(1.33GHz, 2MB L2 
cache) 

memory 
2GB rAM 

storage
64GB eMMc + 
500GB HDD

Price
PhP 19,990

a full-sized usB 2.0 port can be 
found on the keyboard dock of the 
acer notebook

The tablet display has a micro-usB 
port for connecting peripherals and 
a mini-HDmI port for video output.

The switch 10e is slightly tapered, 
but it is by far the thickest at 
25.7mm.
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affordable. 

 long battery 
 life. large  

500GB hDD.

thick and 
 bulky. highly 

 reflective 
 display.
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acer switch 10e



if the ASuS transformer Book t100 chi looks familiar 

to you, that’s because it’s a smaller version of the 

transformer Book t300 chi. Like the t300 chi, the 

t100 chi has an all-aluminum chassis and feels 

solidly put together. it even has the same chamfered 

diamond-cut polished edges, which give the entire 

design a more visual flair. it is 

remarkably thin and light, too, 

measuring just 14.8mm with 

the keyboard dock attached and 

just 7.2mm for the tablet display 

alone; that’s even thinner than the 

first-generation iPad Air. it weighs 

just 1kg with the keyboard dock 

attached and 570g for the tablet 

display alone.

      the t100 chi also stands out 

for its high-resolution display. 

it has the same size 10.1-inch 

touchscreen display as its rivals, 

but it outputs a resolution of 1920 

x 1200 pixels. this means a pixel 

density count of 224 pixels per 

inch, on par with Apple’s MacBook Pro with retina 

display. As a result, the t100 chi looks sharper and 

crisper than its rivals. Viewing angles are good, too, 

but it suffers from a lot of glare and reflection. 

      the t100 chi has the most powerful processor 

of the trio, with a quad-core intel Atom Z3775 

(1.46GHz, 2MB L2 cache) processor, 2GB of rAM, 

and 64GB of eMMc flash storage. this is one of the 

more powerful processors in the Bay trail family and 

benefits from a slightly higher base clock speed. 

this should translate to marginally 

better performance. 

      in terms of connectivity, the 

t100 chi doesn’t have a full-sized 

uSB port. instead, it only has a 

micro-uSB port and another uSB 

3.0 port using a compact micro-B 

plug. there’s also a 3.5mm audio 

jack, micro-HDMi port for video 

output, and microSD card reader 

for expanding storage. Like its 

rivals, it supports Bluetooth 4.0 and 

only wireless 802.11n for speeds of 

up to 150Mbps.

      thanks to the t100 chi’s svelte 

design and lightweight, it is no 

surprise that it is the most portable 

and handy of the three devices. its high-resolution 

display and aluminum chassis make the t100 chi 

feel like a premium tablet. However, the keyboard 

dock is a little too small to be used comfortably.

aT a glance

Display 
10.1-inch, 1920 x 1200 
resolution

Processor 
intel Atom Z3775
 (1.46GHz, 2MB L2 
cache) 

memory 
2GB rAM 

storage
64GB eMMc

Price
uS$ 399

The asus’ trackpad is responsive, 
but far too narrow to be used 
comfortably.

The Transformer Book T100 chi has a 
usB 3.0 port using the not-so-popular 
micro-B plug.

chamfered diamond-cut polished 
edges add much visual flair to the 
Transformer Book T100 chi.
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premium look 
 and feel. thin, 
 compact, and 

light.

relatively 
 poor battery 
 life. high-res 

 display hampers 
performance.

asus transFormer Book t100 chi
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Out of the three 2-in-1 detachable notebooks that 

we have gathered, the Pavilion x2 is arguably the 

funkiest. Available in two striking colors, Sunset red 

and Blizzard White, it is clear that HP is not settling 

for boring black or silver. the entire device has an 

even matte finish giving it an upmarket look and feel, 

despite being fully plastic. 

      the Pavilion x2 sits in the 

middle of the Acer and ASuS 

in terms of size. it has a slim 

keyboard dock and measures just 

16.7mm thick combined, but the 

tablet display itself is a little thick 

at 9.65mm. As for weight, the 

entire device is 1.13kg, whereas 

the tablet display is just 590g on 

its own. 

      the Pavilion x2 also has a 

10.1-inch touchscreen display with 

a display resolution of 1280 x 800 

pixels. it is similar to the Acer with 

images and text still looking passably sharp. that 

said, its colors are brighter and more vibrant than 

the other two machines, with good viewing angles.

      Going deeper, the Pavilion x2 is also powered 

by a quad-core intel Bay trail processor, specifically 

the Atom Z3736F (1.33GHz, 2MB L2 cache). this 

processor is similar to the one found in the Acer 

Switch 10e, with the only exception being that it can 

boost to higher clock speeds – 2.16GHz vs. 1.83GHz. 

the Pavilion x2 matches the other two with 2GB of 

rAM and 64GB of eMMc flash storage.

      We initially wondered why the Pavilion x2’s tablet 

display is so thick; it’s because it 

packs a full-sized uSB port on the 

display rather than on the keyboard 

like the Acer. in addition, the 

Pavilion x2 also eschews the more 

common micro-uSB port in favor of 

the thoroughly modern uSB type-c. 

it’s a clever and thoughtful design; 

because the Pavilion x2 is wedge-

shaped, its thickness is felt only at 

one end. Overall, it’s still relatively 

compact.

      in terms of usage, the Pavilion 

x2 is certainly portable and handy. 

the tablet display’s wedge shape 

and light weight also mean that it’s easy to hold and 

feels just like an ordinary 10-inch tablet. the biggest 

issue with it, however, is its trackpad. Not only is it 

too narrow to be used comfortably, it is also woefully 

erratic and unreliable. Many times, we gave up and 

just used the touchscreen instead.

aT a glance

Display 
10.1-inch, 1280 x 800 
resolution

Processor 
intel Atom Z3736F 
(1.33GHz, 2MB L2 
cache) 

memory 
2GB rAM 

storage
64GB eMMc

Price
From uS$ 299.99

The Pavilion x2’s B&O-branded 
speakers are loud, but lack audio 
fidelity.

The Pavilion x2 has a usB Type-c 
connector, making it more future-
proof.

The Pavilion x2’s trackpad is erratic 
and unreliable – best to use the 
touchscreen.

 
attractive 

 design, full-sized 
 usB port, and  

usB type-c port.

erratic trackpad. 
highly reflective 

display.

hp pavilion x2

T e s T  -   aFFORDaBle 2-In-1 DeTacHaBle nOTeBOOK sHOOTOuT
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T e s T  -   BencHmaRKs anD sPecIFIcaTIOns

PCMark 8 
(higher is better)

thanks to its slightly faster processor, the ASuS transformer Book 

t100 chi managed the highest scores.

3DMark 2013
(higher is better)

Again, the ASuS transformer Book t100 chi recorded the highest 

score because of its more powerful processor.

Battery Life
(in minutes – higher is better)

the Acer Switch 10e has the longest battery life by a wide margin. 

the ASuS transformer Book t100 chi did not do so well because of 

its high-resolution display and more powerful processor.

Pcmark 8 - Home

cloud gate

ACER SWITCH 10E

HP PAVILION X2

asus transFormer Book t100 chi
1,140

1,209

1,122

ACER SWITCH 10E

HP PAVILION X2

asus transFormer Book t100 chi
1,125

1,388

1,135

acer switch 10e

HP PAVILION X2

ASUS TRANSFORMER BOOk T100 CHI

462

231

395

mODel

sTORage

PROcessOR

memORY

DIsPlaY

cOnnecTIVITY

DImensIOns

WeIgHT

PORTs

PRIce

aceR sWITcH 10e

10.1-inch, 1280 x 800 resolution

intel Atom Z3735F 
(1.33GHz, 2MB L2 cache)

2GB

64GB eMMc, 500GB HDD

uSB 2.0, micro-uSB, 
mini-HDMi, microSD card reader, 

3.5mm audio jack

802.11 n/b/g/a, Bluetooth 4.0

262 x 180 x 22.9mm

630g (tablet)
1.28kg (with keyboard dock)

PhP 19,990

HP PaVIlIOn X2

10.1-inch, 1280 x 800 resolution

intel Atom Z3736F 
(1.33GHz, 2MB L2 cache)

2GB

64GB eMMc

uSB 2.0, uSB type-c, 
micro-HDMi, microSD card reader, 

1x 3.5mm audio jack

802.11 n/b/g/a, Bluetooth 4.0

264 x 173 x 19mm

590g (tablet)
1.12kg (with keyboard dock)

From uS$ 299.99

asus TRansFORmeR 
BOOK T100 cHI

10.1-inch, 1920 x 1200 resolution

intel Atom Z3775 
(1.46GHz, 2MB L2 cache)

2GB

64GB eMMc

uSB 3.0 micro-B plug, 
micro-uSB, microSD card reader, 

3.5mm audio jack

802.11 n/b/g/a, Bluetooth 4.0

265 x 174.5 x 14.8mm

570g (tablet)
1.06kg (with keyboard dock)

From uS$ 399



And ThE BEST BEST 2-in-1
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T e s T  -  cOnclusIOn

TesT

Best
perFormance

hp pavilion x2
It was hard to pick a winner, considering 

that all three devices performed quite 

comparably in benchmarks, but the HP 

Pavilion x2 tipped our scales for the 

simple reason that it is more well rounded 

and makes the most of what it has. HP 

did a good job of masking the fact that 

the x2 doesn’t have an aluminum chassis 

by painting it in fun colors. It is also the 

only device that manages to cram not just 

a full-sized usB port, but also a forward-

looking usB Type-c port into the tablet 

display without compromising too much 

on portability and thickness. Our only 

gripe is its erratic trackpad, but given that 

all three devices have somewhat narrow 

and small trackpads (they are convertible 

notebooks, after all), you’re better off 

using the touchscreen anyway. 
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the kings of candy bar 

phones in the early 2000s 

were the iconic Nokia 8xxx 

series.the 8250 featured 

here is a more business-

like variant of the standard 

8210 and trendier 8310.

R e W I n D
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earning an HWM award or a prestigious 
badge from our monthly shootouts 
doesn’t come easy. it takes a product 

that performs above the competition, 
holds unmatched value, and stands the test 

of technological time to garner such prestige. 
And yet, not all awarded gadgets are viewed 
equally. Here in our year-ending anniversary 
issue, we bestow added honor to the products 
we feel deserve extra recognition.
text by The HWm Team 

Art Direction by Victor Felix Pulgar  

F e a T u R e



“if you’re opting for a convertible, you’re 

looking to satisfy a dual purpose. that means 

a machine that’ll perform like a proper 

notebook when you need it to, not just a 

tablet with a keyboard. the Acer Aspire 

r13, again, fits the bill.” – HWM May 2015

“With several variants to choose from in the 

local market, the ZenFone 2 has something for 

everybody. Overall performance is fantastic, 

especially for its asking price.” – HWM July 2015

Rotating Marvel

First 4GB of RAM on a Smartphone!

acer aspire r13

ASUS ZenFone 2

“the X-t1 consistently got us good results in 

all the lighting conditions we put it through. 

images have good color, plenty of detail, and 

hold up well up to the higher iSO settings, 

which is essentially all you want from a good 

midrange camera.” – HWM April 2015

Built to Last

Fujifilm x-T1
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“A premium timepiece that commands a 

premium price, the casio Oceanus OcW-G1000 

brings tech sophistication into the old-school 

analog wristwatch.” – HWM July 2015

“the LG 55uF950t Super uHD television 

delivers a good combination of features 

and performance. its capabilities and 

picture quality provide great value for its 

hefty price tag.” – HWM September 2015

Geek Gentrification

Top of Its Class

Casio Oceanus 
oCW-g1000

lg 55uF950T

“it’s comfortable enough to keep in your ears 

for long periods of time, so this is a pair of 

in-ear headphones we quite wholeheartedly 

recommend.” – HWM August 2015

Audio-centric Excellence

sony xba-a1ap
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“the MSi’s stellar twin Frozr V cooler helped it achieve 

the lowest temperatures, an impressive feat considering 

its top-notch performance. MSi demonstrates that 

overly elaborate designs do not always equate 

to better cooling.” – HWM September 2015

Beastly Performance

MSI GeForce 
gTx 980 Ti 
gaming 6g

“the Lenovo Vibe Shot is constantly being 

pushed as a true camera replacement, 

but what people seem to ignore is how 

great of a multimedia worker it is on 

top of that.” – HWM October 2015

“if you want to replace your 

dual-monitor setup or have 

a more immersive curved 

ultrawide screen experience, the 

Philips curved ultraWide LcD 

Display is an excellent choice.” 

– HWM September 2015

Not Just a Cameraphone

Gentle and Subtle

Lenovo Vibe Shot

philips Curved 
ultraWide lCd 

display
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“the Ford ecoSport offers more space and greater 

flexibility than a regular hatchback, and allows 

easier driving compared to a full-blown crossover. 

With more compact crossovers becoming 

available locally, it’s good that the ecoSport 

arrived a step ahead.” – HWM November 2015

“the Gigabyte Z170X-Gaming 7 has plenty 

of gaming and overclocking accoutrements 

available to the user, while still retaining 

an affordable price as compared to the 

competition.” – HWM November 2015

An Urban Trendsetter

Unchain Your Gaming Side

Ford ecosport

gigabyte
Z170x gaming 7

“Sure, there are new phablets these days 

that are ticking more spec checkboxes than 

recent Samsung devices and cost quite a bit 

less; but in general, we still find Samsung 

flagships better built and have fewer edge 

cases to deal with.” – HWM November 2015

The Best Phablets Money Can Buy

samsung galaxy note 5 
and s6 edge+
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“the ASuS rOG Maximus Viii 

Hero features impressive ueFi 

controls and a splendid audio 

solution. if you are looking 

for a high-end motherboard, 

it will not disappoint.”

– HWM November 2015

A True Motherboard Hero

“there’s so much to like about the Samsung 

Galaxy tab S2 – enough to make us forget 

about the relatively high price tag for the 

dated specs. it’s now Android’s tablet to 

emulate.” – HWM December 2015

Our Kind of Slate

samsung Tab s2 8.0

ASUS ROG 
maximus Viii 

Hero

While the iPhone 6s and 6s Plus look 

exactly the same as last year’s models, 

don’t be mistaken; these are not the 

same phones. 3D touch introduces a 

completely new way to interact with 

your phone.” – HWM December 2015

A (3D) Touch Above

apple iphone 6s
and 6s plus

h a r d w a r e z o n e . c o m . p h 85
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Worldwide life expectancy has never been better, and it’s all thanks to better diets, the rise of crossFit, and the strange 
phenomenon known as yogalates, right? think again! that smartwatch on your wrist? One day, it could save your life.

text by Team HWm  Art Direction by Ken Koh  

How technology is 
helping you live longer, 

better, and happier

F e a T u R e
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Wearables: 
Revolutionizing 
Medical Research
the activity tracker you have on your wrist can do more 
than just count the number of steps you have taken and the 
hours you have slept. it has the power to change the way 
medical research is conducted.

meDIcal ReseaRcH Is a PaRamOunT cOmPOnenT of medical 

studies and is crucial to our understanding of how people react to 

symptoms, how diseases work, and how effective a particular drug is in 

the real world.

One of the biggest challenges facing medical researchers is the lack of 

subjects. Kathryn Schmidtz, PhD, university of Pennsylvania, said that in 

sending out 60,000 letters in a bid to get new subjects for a study, they 

received only 305 responses. the truth is that methods for conducting 

medical research haven’t really changed in 

decades. researchers would try to recruit 

subjects by putting up flyers, or attract them 

by offering small rewards for participation. in 

some cases, universities might even make it 

compulsory for undergraduates to participate. 

Needless to say, these methods do not provide 

an accurate cross-section of the population, 

thereby limiting our understanding of diseases.

Apple wants to change this. there are already 

hundreds of millions of iPhones out there 

and millions of users wearing Apple Watches 

and other activity trackers. So how can they 

harness this? the answer is researchKit, an 

open-source software framework that will 

allow researchers and developers to create 

apps for medical research. 

in a nutshell, researchKit will allow researchers and doctors to gather 

more data by using apps and taking advantage of the millions of 

iPhones and Apple Watches that are already out there. 

For example, one common way to assess Parkinson’s disease is the 

Parkinson’s Gait test, where a doctor rates a patient on his walk on a 

scale of 0 to 4. it’s highly subjective and also troublesome to conduct, 

as it requires patients or subjects to come in and walk in front of 

a doctor. But by using the accelerometer in the iPhone and Apple 

Watch, researchKit lets researchers and developers create apps that 

can accurately measure the gait of a patient or subject. it also lets 

the subject do the test wherever they are and whenever they want.  

Beyond Parkinson’s disease, researchKit will also allow for other apps 

to be created that can be used to measure and test for other conditions 

and diseases, allowing research subjects and patients to self-diagnose 

and take part in research without traveling to a clinic and without the 

presence and guidance of a doctor. 

Since researchKit pulls data out of the Health app, it’s not limited to 

just the Apple Watch; it will work with any wearable that uses an app 

that syncs with Apple Health, and that’s 

a list that includes popular wearables like 

Jawbone’s up activity trackers, Withings Activité 

smartwatches, and Polar’s running watches 

and activity trackers. this allows researchers to 

gather a larger, more diverse and meaningful 

amount of data.

Beyond Apple and researchKit, Google also 

wants to use wearables to advance medical 

research and studies. in June earlier this year, 

Google’s Google X research division announced 

a wristband that was designed specifically 

for medical research. it will be more accurate 

than consumer-grade activity trackers, and it 

can measure heart rate, heart rhythm, skin 

temperature, and even ambient light exposure 

and noise levels by the minute. 

Andy conrad, head of the life sciences team at Google, said that the 

intended use of this wristband is for doctors to prescribe them to 

patients or for use in clinical trials. conrad also hopes that in the future, 

devices like Google’s wristband will be given to everyone, so that doctors 

can be alerted to problems and people can catch signs of diseases early. 

“i envision a day, in 20 or 30 years, where physicians give it to all patients. 

Prevention means all the time,” he said.

Like Apple with researchKit, Google is hoping that its new wristband will 

let doctors track their patients more accurately and reliably, especially 

when they are away from hospital.

“ReseaRcHKit 
lets ReseaRcHeRs 
and developeRs  

cReate apps tHat 
can accuRately 

MeasuRe tHe 
gait of a patient 
oR subject, and 

lets tHe subject 
do tHe test 

WHeReveR and 
WHeneveR tHey 

Want.”
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beautiful 3d-printed 
prosthetics
We can rebuild him. We have the technology.

lOsIng a lImB Is a TRaumaTIc and life-changing experience 

and, for many, the cost of a traditional prosthetic replacement is just 

too expensive to be a feasible option. But today, advancements in 3D 

printing may offer an alternative solution at a fraction of the cost.

Many amputees have already benefited from open-source 

schematics for 3D-printed prosthetics that are readily available 

online. e-Nable, a global network of 

volunteers, helps supply amputees with these 

3D-printed limbs, which often cost very little 

to make.

But while these low-cost 3D-printed limbs 

are affordable, they also have their own 

drawbacks. Due to the generic nature of 

the schematic, the socket fitting is often 

mediocre and uncomfortable, and the plastic 

used in the 3D printing process isn’t as 

durable or capable of supporting as much 

weight as the high-quality polymers and 

metals used in traditional prosthetics. in 

addition, they often look and feel unaesthetic, 

which can exacerbate the sense of loss and 

negatively affect the psychological well-being 

of some amputees.

One New York-based designer is trying to 

change all of that. By using a combination of 

3D scanning, 3D printing, and 3D modeling 

software, William root’s exo-Prosthetic leg 

is not only affordable to make, it’s also fully 

customizable, super strong, super light, and it 

looks amazing. 

the process begins with a scan of the patient’s residual limb and 

remaining intact limb, if present, to create a highly precise 3D virtual 

model, allowing the anatomy to match up to within fractions of 

a millimeter. this process is done with technology developed by 

Mit’s Biomechatronics lab called FitSocket, which uses an array 

of pressure sensors to gauge the softness or stiffness of a patient’s 

remaining tissue, allowing a better fit and increased comfort between 

the residual limb and socket.

using the same data, root then extrapolates a 3D model of the 

patient’s full limb, which is turned into a triangulated mesh. root 

has designed a hollowed-out exoskeleton model that he says offers 

“maximum strength for the least amount of 

material and weight.” A stress analysis tool 

helps determine weak points on the model, 

and software increases the mesh density of 

the structure to compensate. the surface 

pattern of the exoskeleton can be customized 

with patterns and colors to suit the client, or 

it can later be used as a scaffolding for a life-

like silicone sleeve.

the finished model is sent to an industrial 3D 

printer and printed out of sintered titanium 

powder, an extremely durable, lightweight, 

and biocompatible metal. the process fuses 

titanium dust particles together using laser 

sintering.

Printed as a single 3D exoskeleton, it’s 

immediately ready for assembly. using 

custom connectors 3D printed directly 

onto the prosthesis, off-the-shelf prosthetic 

components are inserted into the exo leg, 

and it is securely assembled using a standard 

pyramid connector.

the result is a prosthetic limb that looks like it came straight out of 

a Sci-Fi movie or video game. According to root, the total cost from 

scan to finished product is about uS$ 1,800. Now root is considering 

how best to apply his process to existing systems, and whether it 

would be most effective being taken up by a startup, a 3D-printing 

company, or a big player in the existing prosthesis marketplace who 

can promote the product well.

“by using a 
coMbination of 
3d scanning, 3d 
pRinting, and 3d 

Modeling 
softWaRe, 

WilliaM Root’s 
exo-pRostHetic 
leg is not only 
affoRdable to 
MaKe, it’s also 

fully 
custoMizable, 
supeR stRong, 

supeR ligHt, and 
it looKs 

aMazing.”
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technology at 
a genetic level
in the alleys and hallways of hospitals today, 
technology is slowly transforming healthcare – not 
just in the types of treatments we can receive, but 
also in terms of the means by which we receive it.

TODaY’s TecHnOlOgY alsO allOWs doctors to go deeper with 

just a touch of a button, with devices like the newly developed Juno 

SNP genotyping system coming to the scene. Smaller, faster, and 

more precise than ever, these new devices are also easier to use, as 

they can run multiple tests from a single sample. 

How the Juno system works is that the system employs microfluidics, 

which is the science of designing, manufacturing, and formulating 

devices and process that deal with tiny volumes of liquid on the 

order of nanoliters. users pipette DNA samples down one side of an 

integrated fluidic circuit (iFc) which is a small 

rectangle with dozens of inlets on either side. 

the various assays for testing are pipetted 

into the inlets on the other side, and the Juno 

automatically pushes samples and assays 

into separate chambers, creating literally 

thousands of reactions with just one step.

this saves medical staff from having to come 

back multiple times to move things along, 

and reduces the chances of contamination 

or degradation during collection. Given that 

DNA samples degrade easily with time and 

considering the fact that multiple samples 

may not necessarily be easily obtainable, the 

ability of today’s machines to produce more 

with less is certainly invaluable. 

the Juno machine, for example, is able to get 9,216 data points from 

as little as 5.5ng of total input DNA in one automated process, all 

within three hours! it’s even designed with an intuitive touchscreen 

interface, so medical staff need less training to use it, so there’s a 

chance these devices will eventually make their way into our homes, 

too. if the results can automatically be sent over to some remote 

server that our doctors can then tap in to, it might mean a whole new 

level of convenience for a host of patients. On the treatment front, 

traditional devices like the Mri (Magnetic resonance imaging) scanner 

are also getting a rethink, so that they become more comfortable for 

patients both mentally and physically. Most patients feel a great sense 

of claustrophobia in a traditional Mri device, as a typical scan has you 

placed on a platform that is mechanically delivered into a tunnel device 

that does the scanning. 

You’re required to be lying down, and the part to be scanned may even 

be strapped in place to prevent excessive movement, thus further 

enhancing the sense of claustrophobia. 

there’s nothing you can do during the scan 

except perhaps to listen to some music on 

one of the more advanced machines, but the 

experience can be quite intolerable for people 

with claustrophobia. 

that’s where the upright Mri scanner comes 

in, as the open design of the machine means 

you can see around yourself while the scan 

is being carried out. Depending on which part 

of your body is being scanned, you can sit, lie 

slightly backwards, lie horizontally, or even 

stand, but at all times you are able to look at a 

video or DVD on a screen.

the advantage for healthcare professionals is 

that not only are they able to get patients to 

relax for the scan, they are also able to get images of all parts of the 

body (especially the joints and spine) in their current weight-bearing 

state, giving them deeper insight into the state of your body. More 

accurate results and a less stressful experience certainly look like 

a win-win situation for both parties, and is just an example of how 

developments in technology allow for a radical rethink of how certain 

medical examination techniques can be applied. 

“tHe juno 
MacHine, foR 

exaMple, is able 
to get 9,216 data 
points fRoM as 

little as 5.5ng of 
total input dna 

in one 
autoMated 
pRocess, all 

WitHin tHRee 
HouRs!” 
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the future of 
your Health is 
on the internet
Bet you didn’t know that you could prevent chronic 
diseases like heart failure, obesity, and stroke using 
the internet. With you + tech + healthcare, you can.

YOu KnOW THe saYIng: “Prevention is better than cure.” that’s why 

we’re encouraged to eat more vegetables than meats, exercise more 

than sit, and sleep more than play video games.

But do these things really help? How would we know for sure that 

we’re actually becoming healthier with the lifestyle changes we’re 

making, and not staying the same, or even getting worse?

Juliett Starrett is a crossFit athlete and the co-founder of San Francisco 

crossFit. After giving birth and receiving a blood transfusion, Starrett 

kept feeling fatigued and getting chronic headaches.

the doctors put her on antibiotics, and thought 

it was just temporary. But even though Starrett 

was both extremely health-conscious and fit, 

she didn’t get better. to help her get through 

the day, Starrett resorted to drinking eight cups 

of coffee a day.

Starrett started working with WellnessFX. 

WellnessFX is a web-based service that 

combines traditional blood tests with intuitive 

online data tracking and phone consultations 

with physicians. using WellnessFX, Starrett 

discovered that her iron, vitamin B12, and 

vitamin D levels – indicators of physical energy 

– were extremely low. 

thanks to WellnessFX’s ability to track 

biomarkers over time, Starrett changed her 

lifestyle, diet, and supplements to attack her deficiencies. Over the next 

few months, her energy levels improved significantly, and she could cut 

her coffee down to a cup a day.

Not only did she feel better, Starrett could actually measure her 

improvements, using WellnessFX’s regular blood tests and online data 

tracking, to quantify how her biomarkers changed over time.

tracking your biomarkers over time isn’t just something for elite 

athletes. According to the center for Disease control and Prevention 

(cDc) in the united States, chronic diseases and conditions, such as 

heart disease, obesity, and arthritis, are among the most common, and 

preventable of all health problems. By monitoring your blood over time, 

you can track and stop markers like cholesterol, inflammation, and blood 

sugar before they hit unhealthy levels.

internet-connected health services aren’t just good for preventive 

care. in 2014, the university of california, San Francisco began offering 

patients the use of a miniature wireless device called the cardioMeMS 

HF System implant.

the cardioMeMS is a battery-free device that’s smaller than a coin. it 

monitors the patient’s heart rate and artery pressure, and transmits 

them in real time to the hospital. Not only 

does it help doctors measure how patients are 

responding to different treatment therapies, 

it can also tell doctors that a patient’s heart 

condition is getting worse, even before the 

patient feels any symptoms.

 

While having your personal health data online 

can be convenient, and in some cases, life-

saving, the one major concern is how secure 

and private your data can remain once it’s 

shared. the university of california, Los Angeles 

(ucLA) Health recently experienced a cyber-

attack, which may have compromised as many 

as 4.5 million patient records.

 

But online healthcare might be a case where 

the potential rewards will far outweigh the 

risks; the stakes are as high as they can ever be when lives are at stake. 

 

today, there’s a lot of talk about bringing our everyday appliances online, 

a concept that’s commonly called the internet of things; internet-

connected refrigerators and washing machines are real products you can 

go out and buy right now.

 

the logical extension of that is surely when our bodies join the internet 

of things. With services like WellnessFX, devices like the cardioMeMS, 

and consumer wearables becoming more adept at tracking our everyday 

activity, we’re already getting there. 

“using 
Wellnessfx, 

staRRett 
discoveRed tHat 
HeR iRon, vitaMin 
b12, and vitaMin 

d levels – 
indicatoRs of 

pHysical eneRgy 
– WeRe 

extReMely 
loW.”
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ThE ULTimATE 
gUidE To yoUR 
nEw iphonE 6S 
And 6S pLUS
Whether you’re a savvy veteran or a complete beginner to iOS, we’ve got you covered in our ultimate guide to your new iPhone 6s or 

6s Plus. Learn the ins and outs of 3D touch, Live Photos, and tons of other tips and tricks for getting the most out of your new iPhone.

text by James lu   
Art Direction by Ken Koh  

F e a T u R e

everything more efficient and convenient.

      An earlier version of the technology with a 

slightly different implementation known as 

Force touch can be found on the MacBook Pro’s 

trackpad and on the Apple Watch. According to 

Apple’s Senior Vice 

President of 

Marketing, Phil 

Schiller, 3D touch 

took Apple “multi, 

multi, multi years” to 

develop. Working with 

corning, Apple 

developed a pliable 

iPhone cover glass. 

Swipe it, and the 

phone works the way 

it always has. But 

3D Touch
3D touch is, without a doubt, the signature 

feature of the Apple iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s 

Plus. 3D touch introduces a quicker and easier 

way to interact with your phone that just makes 

press it, and 96 sensors embedded in the 

backlight of the retina display measure 

microscopic changes in the distance between 

themselves and the glass. those measurements 

then get combined with signals from the touch 

sensor to make the motion of your finger sync 

with the image on the screen. When you press 

the screen, an integrated haptic feedback engine 

delivers a 10- or 15-millisecond vibration, which 

Schiller says is the iPhone’s way of telling your 

fingers “good job” when an action is complete.

      What makes 3D touch so good is how 

seamlessly it’s integrated into every part of iOS 

9; whatever you’re doing, 3D touch can make it 

quicker and easier. On the homescreen, 3D 

touch serves as a shortcut launcher. Press 

harder on an icon on the homescreen and a few 

shortcuts, called Quick Actions, related to that 

what makes 3D touch so GooD is 
how seamlessly it’s inteGrateD 
into every part oF ios 9.
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Students enjoy 
the conveniences 
of PayMaya

April Siborboro was on her way to school in 
Far Eastern University when she visited the 
PayMaya booth in the LRT Edsa Station and 

got her PayMaya Visa card with beep. After signing up and getting a PhP30 bonus for her 
beep wallet, the 19-year-old Tourism student was able to tap her card by the beep reader 
at the turnstile and ride the LRT to catch her first class. Nowadays, April gets to avoid the 
hassle of lining up to buy her ticket for her LRT fare and she is also discovering how to use 
PayMaya for online shopping.
      Fifteen year-old Elgin Que on the other hand, is a die-hard gamer. He has been playing 
online games as early as he can hold the game controller. Before, he had to ask his older 
sister to buy him gaming software online, but now that he has a PayMaya virtual Visa, Elgin 
can purchase online games by himself with the allowance from his parents, making him 
also more aware of his purchases.
      “I mostly spend on skins for CS:GO and some new games as well. A lot of times there 
are weekend sales which I’d take advantage of, too,” he says. “It’s easy for me to just buy 
things from Steam! I don’t need anyone else to help me buy things online. At the same 
time, having my own PayMaya Visa makes me feel really responsible as I can keep track of 
my transactions.” 
      Fourteen year-old student Nikko Angelo Quilo meanwhile discovered PayMaya via 
Facebook. He says he uses his PayMaya virtual Visa for online shopping on sites like Zalora 
while he uses his physical Paymaya Visa Card with beep for transportation. “I feel safe 
because I only spend the amount that I load up to my PayMaya card,” said Nikko.
      April, Nikko and Elgin have one thing in common - they are young students enjoying 
the conveniences of PayMaya, the newest digital payments innovation from Smart eMoney, 
Inc., the leader in digital financial services.
      PayMaya is the first of its kind, all-in-one digital payments available in the country. 
You can enjoy PayMaya even if you don’t have a bank account. Since it is mobile app-
based, you can use PayMaya whether you are using Smart, Sun, Talk ‘N Text or even 
other telco providers. With PayMaya, people can shop online, book flights or get travel 
accommodations. They can also reserve and buy movie seats, book tickets to the hottest 
events and music festivals and get first dibs at online promos via PayMaya.
      “We want young people to experience all the benefits of shopping online whether 
these are for gadgets, clothes, travel, games or music. Now, they can participate in the 
digital life with PayMaya,” says Paolo Azzola, co-COO of PayMaya and Managing Director 
at Rocket Internet.
      By downloading PayMaya on your smartphone via App Store or Google Play, you get 
instant access to the PayMaya virtual Visa. This can be conveniently loaded at loading 
stations such as Robinsons Business Centers, SM Malls Business Centers, 7-Eleven 
convenience stores and Smart Padala centers, and used to shop online. You are also 
entitled to 5% discount on call and text loads from Smart if you top up using PayMaya.
      If you also want to have a physical PayMaya Visa Card that you can use to swipe in 
malls, restaurants and other merchants accepting Visa, you can upgrade your PayMaya 
virtual Visa via the mobile app. After filling out the required information and receiving an 
instant text notification confirming the upgrade, all you have to do is go to a PayMaya 
activation center (such as a Smart Jump store) and receive the physical PayMaya Visa card.
      If you are a regular train commuter, you can get a physical PayMaya Visa Card with 
beep in LRT and MRT stations. The physical card with beep gives you access to the same 
advantages of online and face-to-face payments, but can also be used to seamlessly pay 
for LRT and MRT fares.
      PayMaya currently has partnerships with online lifestyle and travel sites like Zalora, 
Takatack, Philippine Airlines, AirBNB and Food Panda as well as brick and mortar stores like 
SM and Robinson’s Malls.
      PayMaya users are already thinking of how they can better access the digital life 
through PayMaya. Nikko Angelo is planning to take a vacation in Boracay, Surigao City, 
Singapore and Hong Kong. He wants to book his flights and accommodations with his 
PayMaya card. Elgin on the other hand, is eyeing the next in-game item to purchase. In the 
meantime, he is recommending his friends to also get their own PayMaya accounts.
      “It’s really so convenient, easy to use and universal,” Elgin added.

1. Download the app 
from Google Play store 
or the App Store and 
sign up.

1. Load up your PayMaya 
account at our Load-Up 
partners*

2. Select Debit/Credit as 
your payment option.

3. At the checkout page, 
enter these details to 
complete the payment:

How do I start using my PayMaya 
VIRTUAL Visa?

How do I use PayMaya to shop 
online?

*LOAD-UP PARTNERS

2. Tap “Link” on the app 
to activate your virtual 
Visa card.

3. Your card number, 
CVV & Expiry Date will 
be displayed.

CVV/Security Code - the 3-digit number

Valid Thru/Expiration Date - the month 
and year your Visa expires

Card Number - your 16-digit Visa number

PayMaya

4222 2222 2222 2222 2222
VALID
THRU 05/19 CVV2123

*Make sure to load up before shopping online!
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third-
party apps 
optimized for 
3D touch

A number of third-party apps have 
already been updated to support 
3D Touch. Here are some of our 
favorites:

instagram
Hard-pressing the Instagram app 
on the home screen will bring 
up a shortcut menu with options 
for posting a new photo, viewing 
activity, search, and sending a photo 
message directly. When you are 
browsing through photos on an 
Instagram account, you can Peek to 
get a preview of the photo. Want to 
see the full-sized photo? Simply Pop 
press it.

wechat
Hard-press the WeChat app on the 
home screen to start a new chat, 
record a short video, or access your 
QR code. you also can get a Peek of 
individual messages in your inbox.

Dropbox 
Hard-press the app to access 
shortcuts to the most recent file 
added to Dropbox, view offline files, 
upload a photo, or search files in 
your account. you also can Peek at 
individual files inside the Dropbox 
app.

evernote
Evernote supports Quick Actions on 
the home screen with shortcuts for 
creating a new note, taking a photo, 
or setting a reminder. Within the 
Evernote app, you can take a Peek 
into website links or notes from your 
Evernote home screen.

twitter
Hard-press on the Twitter icon and 
you will get the option to search 
through your Twitter feed, post a 
new Tweet, or send a direct message 
on Twitter. 

shazam
If opening and waiting for the 
Shazam app to load takes too long, 
hard-press on the app icon on the 
home screen and you get the option 
to “Shazam Now.” you also can 
activate Visual Shazam to activate the 
QR reader when you see the Shazam 
camera logo on posters, magazines, 
or books.  
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app will pop up in a little menu, like taking a selfie with the camera, or calling one of your favorite contacts. 

right now, it’s mostly Apple apps that work, but some third-party apps have been updated, as well (look to 

the right for a list of our favorites). if an app doesn’t support 3D touch, you’ll get a longer vibration through 

the haptic feedback engine to tell you that nothing is going to happen. 

Where 3D touch really comes into its own is when it’s used within an app. Here, Apple has given you two 

main features to play with: Peek and Pop. the basic idea is this: You can hard-press on an SMS message, an 

email in your inbox, an image you found in Safari, a website urL your friend sent you, or pretty much 

anything the iPhone recognizes as a link of some kind, and a preview window (a “peek”) of the thing you 

pressed will appear on the display. From there, you can read the entire message, then simply lift your finger 

off to quickly dismiss it. this makes it super easy and fast to scan through messages or emails without 

having to open each one individually. if you don’t want to close the window, you can press a bit harder to 

Pop it, which launches the preview window into the relevant app for that content. there are other options 

in the Peek view, too. Slide your finger up and options will appear. 

For example, in Safari, you’ll be able to open the link, add it to your reading list for later, or copy the urL. if 

you’re viewing an image, you can save that image or open it up in Safari. in email, you can slide up for a 

bunch of options, or slide left to mark it read, or right to archive it.

      Oh, and when you’re typing an email, message, note, or anything else that uses a keyboard, hard-press 

the on-screen keyboard, and it will turn into a trackpad that you can use to quickly and accurately place the 

cursor where you want it. Let go of the screen, and it turns back into a keyboard. 

      By the way, you can change the sensitivity for 3D touch (or even turn it off completely if you want). Go 

to the Settings menu > General > Accessibility, then scroll down until you find 3D touch. tap it, then make 

your selection. By default, 3D touch sensitivity is set to Medium.
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Touch ID 2.0
First introduced in the iPhone 5s, Apple’s touch 

iD fingerprint scanner has become the 

benchmark against which all fingerprint 

scanners are measured. While Apple’s rivals 

seemed like they had caught up with their own 

fingerprint scanners, Apple has once again left 

them in the dust with its second-generation 

touch iD scanner.

      the new touch iD, found exclusively on the 

iPhone 6s and 6s Plus is about twice as fast as 

the previous (already fast) scanner. in fact, it’s 

so fast, it’s often impossible to use the Home 

button to view the lock screen (e.g., to check for 

notifications), because by the time the display 

has turned on, your phone is already unlocked 

and loading the home screen.

Here are some tips for using the new touch iD 

scanner:

Feel free to register multiple fingers

On the old touch iD scanner, the more 

fingerprints you stored, the slower your touch iD 

scanner became (due to it having to check 

against all of the stored prints). the new touch 

iD scanner doesn’t seem to be slowed down at 

all by multiple prints, so feel free to add up to 

the maximum of five.

scan your finger upside down

When you register your fingerprint, the 

directions make it seem as if you have to line up 

your finger in a certain orientation, but in reality, 

the touch iD sensor has 360-degree readability, 

so if your phone is across the table from you or 

you just feel like showing off, you can unlock it 

upside down without having to turn it the right 

way up. 

Five tries, not three

if your finger fails to scan three times, you’ll get 

a passcode prompt to unlock your phone. 

However, you actually have two more attempts 

before you’re forced to use your passcode.

set up a wet fingerprint 

i’ve found that the only time the touch iD 

scanner fails to unlock is when our finger is wet. 

But if you register a new fingerprint while your 

finger is wet, this will no longer be a problem.

Which finger is which?

if you’ve registered multiple fingers, but didn’t 

label them, you can easily identify which is 

which by scanning them in touch iD Settings. 

When you scan one of your fingers, the matching 

print will briefly be highlighted from the list.

notes
While Notes has been revamped for all devices running iOS 9, it 

deserves a special mention on the iPhone 6s and 6s Plus, thanks 

to its interaction with 3D touch. the new Notes lets you format 

your text, add photos, either through the dedicated camera button 

or just by inserting an image, add maps and urLs, create to-do 

lists, and best of all, you can use it as a sketch pad. tap the sketch 

button at the bottom of the screen to begin drawing. this brings 

up a series of digital drawing tools (pen, highlighter, pencil, and 

eraser), along with a ruler for drawing straight lines. use two 

fingers to turn the ruler to any angle you want.

      turn the iPhone to landscape mode, and you’ll see a range of 

color options when drawing. the harder you press with your 

finger, the thicker the lines you draw.
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live Photos
in addition to upgrading the 6s’ camera module, 

Apple has introduced a new camera mode, 

called Live Photos, which is basically the real-

world version of the magical moving photos from 

Harry Potter. When Live Photos are enabled, the 

iPhone will record 1.5 seconds of video footage 

before and after you hit the shutter button; it 

captures the before footage by constantly 

recording whenever your camera app is open 

and Live Photos are enabled, but only saves the 

footage if you actually press the shutter button.

When you look at your Live Photo later, you can 

press and hold the photo and it will turn into a 

three-second looping video complete with audio. 

it’s really clever and adds a bit of fun and context 

to your pictures. incidentally, Live Photos still 

work even if you have 3D touch turned off. each 

Live Photo takes up twice the storage space of a 

regular still photo. While that may not seem like 

much, Live Photos are on by default and the 

majority of your photos are unlikely to benefit 

from it (hello, food pictures), so they can chew 

Record in 4K
For those really special moments when you want 

video longer than three seconds, the new 

iPhones are able to shoot 4K video (3840 x 2160). 

to shoot 4K video on the iPhone, you’ll need to 

turn it on. For some reason, you can’t actually do 

this from the camera app. instead, you’ll need to 

head into the Settings Menu, then Photos & 

cameras. Scroll down to camera, and you’ll see 

an option for record Video. tap that, and you’ll 

be able to select the 4K option. if you’re planning 

on shooting a lot of video, you’ll definitely want 

the 6s Plus, since its optical image stabilization 

now works on videos.

save your phone bill by 
turning off Wi-Fi assist
Wi-Fi Assist is a new feature in iOS 9 that 

automatically enables your cellular data plan 

whenever the Wi-Fi signal strength drops below 

a certain level. the feature is designed to tackle 

the “dead-zone” around your house, where your 

phone desperately tries to cling to your Wi-Fi 

signal, but isn’t able to actually download 

anything.

      However, many users have found that Wi-Fi 

Assist seems a bit overzealous in its desire to 

use your data plan, and will often use cellular 

data even when you’re at home and the Wi-Fi 

connection seems fine, resulting in much higher 

than normal data usage.

      until Apple fixes this issue, our suggestion is 

to turn off Wi-Fi Assist for now (it’s on by 

default). to turn it off, go to Settings, then Mobile 

Data. Scroll all the way to the bottom of the 

screen (past the apps), and you’ll be able to 

toggle Wi-Fi Assist off.

“Hey siri” anytime
Siri is Apple’s virtual assistant, first introduced in 

the iPhone 4s. Siri can respond to natural 

language questions, and can answer questions, 

make recommendations, and perform tasks 

such as searching the internet, sending an SMS, 

making a phone call, or setting an alarm.

      Since iOS 8, you’ve been able to voice 

activate Siri with the phrase “Hey Siri.” the only 

catch was, your phone needed to be plugged in 

to a power supply. But thanks to smarter power 

management and the integration of the M9 

motion co-processor into the main A9 chip, you 

no longer need a power source for “Hey Siri” to 

work on the new iPhones. Just wake her up 

whenever you feel like it.

      to turn the feature on, go to the Settings 

Menu, then go to General > Siri and toggle the 

Allow “Hey Siri” option to on.

through storage space fairly quickly, especially if 

you have a 16GB or even 64GB iPhone. Our 

suggestion would be to turn Live Photos off (by 

tapping the Live Photo icon at the top of the 

camera app), and only activate it when you know 

you want to capture something special.

      By the way, if you want to delete just the Live 

Photo portion of a photo, select the photo, press 

edit, then hit the Live Photo icon on the top left, 

then hit Done.
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Take better selfies
the front camera has also been upgraded on the 

iPhone 6s and 6s Plus, and is now a 5-megapixel 

module. the front camera supports Live Photos and 

HDr mode, and there’s also a new flash mode that 

uses the iPhone’s display as a flash, driving it up to 

three times brighter than normal and adjusting the 

color of the flash to match the lighting of the scene. 

if you have flash on, this is done automatically, so 

you don’t even need to set anything up!

squeeze out more battery life
While the 6s and 6s Plus already have much-improved battery life over their predecessors, Apple 

has also introduced a new way to get even more battery life out of your device. You’ll be promoted 

to turn on Low Power Mode when your battery hits 20 percent, and again at 10 percent, but you 

can also turn it on manually at any time, if you know it’ll be a long time until you can get to your 

next power supply.

      to enable Low Power Mode, open the Settings app in iOS 9, then choose the new Battery parent 

menu. From here, a toggle switch for Low Power Mode can be turned on. While you’re there, you 

might also want to toggle on the battery percentage indicator, which will give you a more accurate 

reading of how much battery life you have left.

      Once enabled, Low Power Mode changes the battery indicator in the top-right corner to yellow, 

reminding users that their device is running in a more efficient state. Low Power Mode reduces 

power consumption by turning off certain features, including mail fetch, background app refresh, 

and automatic downloads. in addition, some visual effects are reduced or disabled to squeeze more 

out of the device’s battery. Low Power Mode is also said to affect networking capabilities to boost 

uptime. 

3D touch is, 
without a DouBt, 
the siGnature 
Feature oF the 
apple iphone 6s anD 
iphone 6s plus.
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unlike Apple, which has two distinct operating systems for mobile and desktop 

devices, Microsoft only has one: Windows 10. And this is why the redmond-

based company is able to come up with a tablet that can be a laptop (the Surface Pro 

4), and a laptop that can be a tablet (the Surface Book). confused? Let us explain.

text by ng Chong Seng

l e a R n 

micRoSoFT'S 
ULTimATE 
hyBRidS
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TaBleT-FIRsT Vs. laPTOP-FIRsT 
the Surface Pro 4, powered by the sixth-generation intel Skylake M3, core i5, 

or core i7 processors, is primarily a tablet-first device. But with a 12.3-inch, 

2736 x 1824-pixel PixelSense display, up to 16GB rAM and 1tB SSD, Surface 

Pen support, and Windows 10 Pro, this powerful tablet is no mere content 

consumption device. Flip out the built-in kickstand, snap on a keyboard cover, 

and the Surface Pro 4 becomes a tablet that can replace your laptop. 

      On the other hand, the Surface Book is built like a laptop, with a screen 

at the top and a keyboard at the bottom. equipped with a bigger 13.5-inch, 

3000 x 2000-pixel PixelSense display, it also has a more comfortable keyboard 

than the Surface Pro 4 type cover. Like the tablet, it’s powered by the sixth-

generation intel core i5 and core i7 processors, supports up to 16GB rAM and 

1tB SSD, works with the Surface Pen, and has an 8-megapixel rear camera 

with autofocus and a 5MP front-facing camera. the detachable screen is a 

bonus, for the few occasions you need to show the screen to other people.

InTegRaTeD gRaPHIcs Vs.  
DIscReTe gRaPHIcs 
the main draw of the Surface Book is that it can be configured with a 

discrete NViDiA GPu. this makes it more powerful than the Surface Pro 4 for 

intensive creative tasks like photo and video editing, as well as gaming. You 

can also turn the screen around and use it like a creative canvas, without 

sacrificing any graphical processing power, since the GPu is located at the 

keyboard base. that said, the integrated graphics on the Surface Pro 4 is no 

slouch, especially the intel iris graphics that’s on the core i7. 

      With the base removed, the Surface Book becomes a powerful, but still 

thin and light 13.5-inch tablet – or in Microsoft’s own words, a portable 

clipboard. unless you need the bigger screen, we think the Surface Pro 4 is a 

better choice in this usage case. this is because in tablet mode, the Surface 

Pro lasts up to nine hours, but the Surface Book just three. the Surface Book 

does get up to 12 hours when it’s docked to the keyboard base.

On October 6, Microsoft surprised the industry when it announced the 

Surface Book, a super-powerful laptop with a detachable screen. Wait, 

how is that different from the also newly announced Surface Pro 4? Let us tell 

you the key differences so that you know which to buy.

microsoFt surFace pro 4 
vs. surFace Book: 
which to Buy?
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If the surface Book is the ultimate 
laptop, then it’s no hyperbole to call the 
surface Pro 4 the ultimate tablet.
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mOBIlITY Vs. POWeR 
By now, it should be clear that the Surface Pro 4 is designed for mobile 

warriors, and the Surface Book for users who demand the very best in 

performance. Of course, when it comes to form factor, the Surface Pro 4 is 

significantly thinner and lighter than the Surface Book, even if you factor in 

the type cover. On its own, the Surface Pro 4 is just 8.4mm thick and weighs 

around 780g. throw in the type cover, and those figures go up to 13mm and 

1.07kg. 

      On the other hand, the Surface Book comes in around 22.8mm at its 

thickest point and weighs about 1.57kg. that said, the Surface Book’s heft 

and its innovative dynamic fulcrum hinge that shifts the screen’s center of 

gravity effectively make it more usable on the lap than the Surface Pro 4. 

Bigger screen and discrete graphics aside, the Surface Book also trumps the 

Surface Pro 4 in terms of connectivity. it has an additional uSB 3.0 port and 

accepts full-sized SD cards.

THe PRIce OF gReaTness 
the Surface Pro 4 has a uS$ 899 starting price, whereas the most affordable 

Surface Book costs uS$ 1,499. that may look like a big difference, but it’s not 

a fair comparison, because the entry-level Surface Pro 4 only has a core M3 

processor and 4GB rAM. 

      the core i5 Surface Pro 4 with 256GB of storage and 8GB rAM costs 

uS$ 1,299, whereas a similarly spec’d Surface Book costs uS$ 1,699. 

However, note that this Surface Book doesn’t have discrete graphics; if you 

opt for it, the price is shoots to uS$ 1,899. Prices go up pretty quickly after 

that. A Surface Book with a core i7 processor, 8GB rAM, 256GB SSD, and 

discrete graphics costs uS$ 2,099, and this is before maxing out rAM and 

storage. 

      Finally, note that the Surface Pro 4’s type cover is an optional accessory 

and will set you back uS$ 130. this closes the price gap further, especially if 

you were to pick up a Surface Book without the discrete GPu.

The surface Pro 4 features the popular 
continuous kickstand of the surface Pro 
3, an improved surface Pro 4 Type cover 
with backlit keys and a larger trackpad, 
and the latest Intel core processors.

an optional discrete gPu allows the 
surface Book to harness the full power 
of hardware-accelerated graphics for 
photo and video editing, fast rendering, 
and immersive gaming.
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the Samsung Galaxy Note 5 is a hot favorite among Android OS 

smartphone users, but with every new generation, it has gotten quite 

difficult to keep track of the new features and updates baked into the S 

Pen – both obvious and covert. Here are some tips on the effective use of 

its notation functionalities to help you decide whether the Galaxy Note 5 

should be your next upgrade.

notinG 
Down the 
Best oF the 
samsunG 
Galaxy 
note 5
by Liu hongzuo
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OnlIne sHOPPIng
Saw something you like in a blogshop? A typical smartphone will probably 

have you taking a simple screenshot and it goes into your photo gallery, 

which is an unsorted mess at best. that, or you might be checking for the 

best deal across a few sites, and bookmarking multiple pages can become 

a real pain since you need to click to view each deal and listing. the S Pen 

helps to organize your e-shopping into a more sensible experience.

      Simply hold the S Pen near the screen’s surface, and press the button 

on the stylus. A floating Air command menu appears, and the Smart Select 

feature is what you’re looking for. Once you’ve highlighted your choice, tap 

the Share at the top of the display, and select Save to Scrapbook. this step 

is important because of the Scrapbook app’s inherent functionalities; the 

built-in Scrapbook stores a copy of your screenshot, together with the urL 

of the page you saved.

      there’s also Screen Write in Air command, which lets you doodle on 

your screenshots before saving, so you can make important annotations 

to highlight details such as circling the “free delivery” clause on the page. 

Within Screen Write, there’s a new Note functionality called Scroll capture, 

which lets you snap long screenshots of up to 22 pages vertically, making 

it extremely handy for sites like Amazon with multiple listings of the same 

product. if you only want a crop of the screenshot for better focus, there’s 

also the lasso drawing tool in Smart Select, which can be further refined 

with Auto Shape once you’re done tracing.

      to top it off, the S Pen’s tip is fine enough to press the ridiculously small 

X on pop-up ads. While it’s a convenience feature at best, it is nice to be 

able to shop without interruption.

Here’s a sample of scroll capture. simply press capture more for longer webpages and hit Done when 
satisfied.
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nOTe TaKIng
the stylus-enabled smartphone is called the Galaxy Note 5 for a very good 

(and obvious) reason. One feature introduced in the Note 5 is the ability 

to write memos down without needing to wake up the phone. called 

the Screen Off Memo, it starts the moment you remove the S Pen from 

its dock. it can be handy if you need to jot a point down quickly without 

having to flip through pages of apps, especially for something transient 

like copying the groceries list onto the phone, or helping someone pass a 

message along.

      For notes that will be referred to within the day, there’s Action Memo. 

this option lets you pin notes onto your Home screen as a widget. it’s 

handy if you need something done after a busy day at work, with errands 

You can add photos or audio clips to notes made in s note.

save your work in scrapbook (bottom) if you want to attach cropped images or 
uRls for future reference.

scribble quick memos without needing to open apps.

you can’t afford to forget running before heading home.

      even with these options, the full-fledged S Note is what defines the 

Note 5’s note-taking experience. in a nutshell, this in-built app lets you 

write, and it also allows you to annotate or illustrate with photos taken 

instantly via Photo Notes, topped off with the ability to record audio as 

well. What you get is a suite that’s perfect for producing minutes for the 

meeting, or digesting an extremely important lecture.

      One handy bonus is how the S Pen lets you sign off PDF documents. 

Simply open it and choose “write on PDF” via the Annotate on PDF feature. 

if your office is in the habit of excessive red tape, this feature eliminates 

one reason for you to double back to the office, or pull out the laptop just 

to append a signature to a simple document.
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Apple’s watchOS 2 is the first major software update for the Apple Watch, 

and it promises many improvements and refinements to the ui, as well as 

new features and capabilities. Here’s what’s new.

what’s new in 
watchos 2?
by Kenny Yeo
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naTIVe aPPs
One of the biggest complaints leveled at the 

Apple Watch is that apps run slowly. the reason 

for this is because all the processing was being 

done on the iPhone, and only the app interface 

was running on the watch. in watchOS 2, apps 

will now run more natively on the Apple Watch. 

Apps will still rely on your iPhone to pull up 

data or look stuff up, but much more of the 

processing will be handled by the watch, which 

should result in snappier apps. 

      Speed aside, since more of the app is run 

natively on the watch, this also means that third-

party apps will have more functionality, even 

if the watch is out of range from the iPhone. 

Previously, third-party apps could not access 

hardware features like the built-in mic, speaker, 

or heart-rate sensor; now, they can.

neW WaTcH Faces
the dial or watch face, as Apple calls it, is the 

first thing you see when you lift up your wrist. 

And since there’s no way for users to create 

their own watch faces, it makes sense that Apple 

is sprucing things up by offering new watch 

faces. 

      there’s a new series of watch faces called 

time-Lapse, which are actually time-lapse videos 

shot over 24 hours. there are six locations to 

choose from: New York, Hong Kong, London, 

Shanghai, Paris, and Mack Lake. the scenery 

changes to reflect the time of the day and they 

are quite stunning to look at. they even animate 

slightly, too. if you look closely at the New York 

watch face, you’ll see moving traffic. 

      users will also be able to use their own 

photos as watch faces, and can specify between 

a single photo and photo album. if you chose 

the latter, your Apple Watch will pick a different 

photo to use as a watch face each time you lift 

up your wrist to look at it. Also, if you have an 

iPhone 6s or 6 Plus, you can take Live Photos and 

use them as watch faces; whenever you lift your 

wrist, the Live Photo will automatically animate.
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sIRI
Siri on Apple Watch now has expanded 

capabilities. Some new things that Siri can 

do include starting workouts, calculating tips, 

looking up words in the dictionary, and reveal 

Glances, even if you don’t have that particular 

Glance activated. if you’re in a city where transit 

directions are supported, you can even get travel 

directions straight from your Apple Watch.

maIl
Previously, the Mail app on the Apple Watch was 

quite limited; you could only read emails and 

organize emails, and that was it. Now, users can 

reply to emails immediately from their Apple 

Watch. this can be done using preset messages, 

emojis, or you can dictate a response using 

Siri – all of which are a far cry compared to the 

limitations from before.

neW WaTcH cOmPlIcaTIOns
complications are what Apple calls the extra bits 

of information that can be customized to display 

on the watch face. Some watch faces allow 

you to display more complications than others, 

and some cannot display any complications at 

all. regardless, Apple is now allowing users to 

customize complications with information from 

third-party apps. 

nIgHTsTanD mODe
A nifty new feature is Nightstand mode. Since 

the Apple Watch is designed to be charged every 

night, charging it and placing it on its side will 

now cause the watch to instantly go into this 

mode. in Nightstand mode, a simple tap on the 

screen or a press on the Digital crown will cause 

it to show the time in a convenient orientation 

for users.

aDD mORe FRIenDs
For users who are social butterflies, Apple will 

now allow you to add more friends to your 

watch. Previously, the friends list was limited to 

12, but now the Apple Watch can display multiple 

friend screens, with each screen still showing 12 

friends. You can also name each friend screen 

for easy identification, so you can send your 

sketches and heart beats to all your friends.

acTIVaTIOn lOcK
On iPhones and iPads, the user is required to 

enter his or her Apple iD before the device 

can be reset or wiped. However, this security 

feature was surprisingly missing from the Apple 

Watch when it was launched. Fortunately, Apple 

is including it on watchOS 2. this means that 

a stolen or lost Apple Watch cannot be easily 

wiped or reset.
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Directx 12 anD 12_1: 
what’s the DiFFerence?
by Koh Wanzi

Windows 10 is rolling out for free to Pcs across the globe, and 

it’s at the center of many things, not least Microsoft’s universal 

app strategy to grow the selection of Windows Phone apps by getting 

developers to create apps for Windows 10 desktops. 

      But there’s one other reason why Windows 10 matters, and that’s 

DirectX 12. touted as a next-generation application programming interface 

(APi) that offers lower overheads and more efficient utilization of multi-core 

cPus, DirectX 12 promises improved performance for gamers all over. 

      that sounds great, which is why DirectX 12 has been the center of a 

lot of hype and also a lot of confusion. considerable discussion has arisen 

around DirectX feature levels and version numbers, and you may have 

seen DirectX referenced variously as DirectX 11.1 and 12_1. As it turns 

out, that’s not due to varying house styles, and the two are, in fact, quite 

different things. 

      A DirectX version update adds a new set of standardized capabilities 

that give developers more tools to do their jobs better. in the case of 

DirectX 12, that would be the ability to have lower APi overheads, improved 

utilization of multi-core cPus, and the ability to combine the graphics 

processing capabilities of non-identical GPus. 

      On the other hand, a DirectX feature level is a clearly defined set of 

GPu functionality. it defines the minimum level of support a particular GPu 

needs to offer while still supporting the underlying DirectX specification. 

Note that we said minimum levels of support, so even though feature level 

12_1 specifies support for conservative rasterization tier 1, a card like the 

NViDiA GeForce GtX titan X actually supports tier 2. 

      ultimately, despite their similarities in naming, feature levels aren’t 

really related to the DirectX 12 APi, which is why a card that supports only 

feature level 11_1 can still support DirectX 12. take the AMD radeon r7 

370, for example. even though the card supports only feature level 11_1, it 

can still take advantage of the key benefits of DirectX 12, like more direct 

access to GPu hardware for the APi. However, it won’t benefit from aspects 

of feature level 12_1, like volume tiled resources and conservative raster.

DirectX feature levels are pre-defined sets of gPu functionality.
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HOW mucH sHOulD THIs maTTeR TO YOu?
But if all DirectX 12 cards will get to enjoy the advantages of the underlying 

APi, does that mean that feature level support is inconsequential? that 

depends.  

      the Fiji GPu on AMD’s flagship radeon r9 Fury X uses the latest 

Graphics core Next (GcN) 1.2 architecture and supports DirectX feature 

level 12_0. On the other hand, top NViDiA cards using the GM200 GPu like 

the GeForce GtX titan X and 980 ti support feature level 12_1.  

      One edge that NViDiA has is support for conservative rasterization with 

feature level 12_1. Shadows are one of the more difficult things to render in 

a true-to-life manner, but conservative rasterization enables smoother and 

more natural shadows, which is something that will be readily observed by 

end users. 

      On the other hand, AMD’s GcN 1.2 architecture supports resource 

Binding tier 3, which – thanks to some backend changes that don’t require 

the cPu to work as hard – improves performance and makes for a more 

efficient graphics pipeline. However, unlike conservative rasterization, these 

changes don’t translate into any on-screen eye candy, so NViDiA may in fact 

have the advantage here, at least in terms of perceivable benefits.  

      But let’s return to the example of the radeon r7 370. the card only 

supports feature level 11_1, whereas the NViDiA GeForce GtX 950 supports 

feature level 12_1. in the world of product marketing – where facts are often 

blurred – this has led to claims that AMD cards, including GcN 1.2 cards 

such as the radeon r9 Fury X, don’t fully support DirectX 12. 

      this is slightly misleading, because no single graphics card supports 

the entire set of DirectX features. For instance, the NViDiA GeForce GtX 

titan X and 980 ti only support resource Binding tier 2 (compared to tier 

3 on AMD’s GcN 1.2 cards), despite their much-vaunted feature level 12_1 

support. 

      At the end of the day, there’s just one key takeaway: Full support for 

DirectX 12 is a myth. each card from NViDiA and AMD both support different 

feature sets, and it’s up to you to decide which matter more, or if at all.

Regardless of whether they 
support feature level 12_0 or 12_1, 
no one card supports the entire 
set of DirectX 12 features.

conservative rasterization allows for more natural shadows.

Figure 8: Regular shadow map Figure 9: Ray Traced - conservative
Raster OFF

Figure 10: Ray Traced - conservative
Raster On
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c O n T e s T

Wi-Fi technology keeps getting better, but 

no signal is safe from unintended signal 

blockage in an indoor environment. The 

linksys re1000 wi-Fi range extender 

n300 solves this problem by extending 

your router or gateway’s Wi-Fi signal so 

that any faraway gadget can receive data 

over the network. All you have to do is 

plug it into a wall socket and connect it 

to your home or work network, then it’ll 

boost the range of the signal and reduce 

the number of dead zones in the area.

      Need this useful gadget for your place? 

you’re in luck, as we’re giving away a 

Linksys RE1000 Wireless-N Extender N300 

this month! Simply tell us where exactly 

you’ll use this for a chance to win.

Send in your entries via email to 

editor.ph@hwzcorp.com together 

with your name, address, and telephone 

number. For more information about the 

product, visit

www.facebook.com/macpowerph.

WIN  
THIS!

ALWAYS IN RANGEALWAYS IN RANGE






